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ASSISTING THE LEARNING DISABLED

A Program Development and Service Delivery Guide for University Service

Providers, Diagnosticians,

Tutors, Counselors, Learning Disabled

Students, and Parents

INTRODUCTION

Institutions of higher learning are faced with the responsibility of providing an

appropriate education for Learning Disabled (LD) students. Services for LD students initially

prosided at the elementary level have recently been expanded to the secondary level. Due to

this expansion of services, an increasing number of qualified high school students with

specific learning disabilities am attending or seeking admittame to colleges and universities.

Based on a large number of requests for learning disabilities services at The Pennsylvania

State University, a model program was designed. Components of the program for the

mainstreamed University LH student were tested via a four-year pilot study. The pilot study

was conducted in order to determine what specialized services were needed by University LlD

students above and beyond those already provided by the Office for Disability

Services. It was found that LD students indeed needed a number of unique services which

were incorporated into the mOdel program. Funding for the model pmgram, including the

development of this manual, was obtained through the Postsecondary Education Programs

for Handicapped Persons of the U.S. Department of Education

Components of the manual were developed for the purpose of facilitating the
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initiation of service delivery programs for LD students in the university mainstream, rather

than in a separate individualized curriculum or in a remedial or developmental year format.

For easy reference, narrative sections are minimize& Although the content of the guide is

primarily iritended for university level service providers, diagnosticians, tutors, and

counselors, sections have been included keeping in mind the needs of parents and LD

stucknts. In addition, the research section may be of particular interest to university faculties

from various disciplines.

OVERVIEW OF MANUAL CONTENT

Each section of the manual contains a number of components relating to major

objectives of any model program intended to serve mainstreamed University LD students.

The first chapter addresses 6JI 6 11 I a 1131 6.4 6 MA,..30-LPA!til01.1 7P-311.6

zcadernic_sunoort service program for students. Components of this chapter include areas of

interest to service providers, diagnosticians, tutors, and counselors: program initiation

activities, assessment, and intervention.

The second chapter addresses the steps involved in conducting awareness and

iLtIrnatknaugitritira for advisors, faculty, counselors and other staff members involved

with students. Of particular interest to program developers and service providers,

components of this chapter include the identification of: an advisory comittee, academic

advisors, staff development activities, and university considerations.

The third chapter addresses the ils3TAIgnieaugmatedi n.

Components of this chapter include: university and staff materials, and materials for LD

students and parents.

The fourth chapter addresses jdentifyine and conducting research in selected

7



acadeffiliugag. Components of this chapter include areas of interest to individuals involved

with research and diagnosis: a discussion of single suhject research design, the development

of local nofins for assessment purposes, and the identification of unique areas of assessment

and interiention.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE DIAGNOSTIC

AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICE PROGRAM

COMPONENT A: Program Initiation

Legal Basis, Prior to the consideration of program initiation activities, a

discussion of the legal foundation for model university LD programs will be presented.

Public Law 93412, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, section 504 states: "No otherwise

qualified handicapped individual in the United States...shall, solely by reason of his

handkap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to

disciimination under any activity receiving federal financial assistance." The regulation

issued under this statute (specifically Sub-part E) guarantees entrance of qualified

handicapped students into college and universities.

Under Section 504, institutions of higher education are obligated to adhere to the

following conditions:

L The University cannot place a limitation on the number of qualified handicapped

students who can be admitted.

2. Preadmission inquiries as to whether applicants are handicapped or not cannot

be conducted.

3. Students cannot be excluded from a course of study solely on the basis of a

handicapping condition.

4. Modifications in degree or academic course requirements must be made

9
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when such requirements discriminate againstqualified handicapped

students.

5. Rules (such as prohibiting tape recorders in classrooms) must be waived for

certain handicapped students.

6. Ikvices or aids which ensure the full participationof handicapped students

in the classroom cannot be prohibited.

7. Alternative testing and evaluation methods for measuring student

achievement may be necessary for students with sensory, manual, or

sceaking skill impairment (aceptions ineludes areas in which

these skills are being measured as an indication of achievement)

8. Faculty members May be requested to adapt teaching techniques and use

special devices (such as amplification equipment) for classes in which

handicapped sturknts are enrolled.

9. It is discriniinatory to counsel handicapped student t owaid restrictive

careers unless such counseling is justified by the licensing or certification

requirement of the profession.

10. Finally, the handicapped students who feeldiscriminated against have the

right to process complaints through university civil rights channels or to

initiate legal proceedings on an individual basis.

Personnel. Vogel (1982) outlines the various phases involved in the development of

programs for university LI) students. An important phase in this development is the

identification of personnel. It is the program director's responsibility to contact and obtain

the support of interested faculty and staff members from various disciplines and

10 1 2



administaf ve offices, such as the Office of Disability Services. In addition, the team must

include diagnosticians, tutors, and special education specialists. The following list identifies

program staff and resource personnel:

STAFF

A. Program Director: Program development is dependent on one individual

taking the responsibility of coordination and supervision of all program activities. In

most programs, one individual who is instrumental in fulfilling the responsibilities

of this position can be identified. Traditionally, this position has been filled by a

special educalion faculty member interested in learning disabilities

B. Handicapped Service Provider: The director of services to handicapped

students, or the coordinator of the Office for Disability Services, functions as a

referral source, chairs the program's advisory board, initiates faculty awareness

activities, and monitors the University's legal obligations under Section 504 (see

above).

C. Stwrvisor-School Psychology: This position is filled by a school

psychology faculty member. Responsibilities include the supervision of graduate

students in school psychology who function as program diagnosticians.

D. Graduate Students: Graduate students in school psychology and special

education function under supervision as diagnosticians and intervention specialists.

Specific responsibilities are cited under Component B and C (assessment and

intervention). In addition, when applicable, they work closely with course tutors.

11



RESOURCE PERSONNEL

A. Advisory Board Members: Interested f:iculty members and administrators

from various disciplines provide advice on every aspect of the program's

development. In large universities, members should be identified as soon as

possible in order to incorporate cross-disciplinary concerns into the program's

structure (See Objective two for addidonal information)

B. Academic Advisor: One person is 'Identified from each discipline to advise

LD students. (See Objective two for additional information).

C. Adjunct Personnel: Depending on what services are available, contact

should be established with each University program or service director. For

example: mental health, medical, career and edncational counseling, development

yearJearning center, vocational rehabilitation and veteran administration personnel

will occasionally become hrvolved in the delivery of services to program

participants.

radjudssfileteriaL A description of the program's objectives and services

should be forwarded to newspapers, prospective students, each collegeand departmental

chairperson, local and state organizationsinvolved with LD students, each university service

programand counselors employed by local high schools. Following the disffibution of

notices, referrals will be either parental or self-initiated. Additional referrals will be made by

various University departments, colleges, programs, LD organizations, and faculty.

Reason's for referral may include the following:

1. Students identified as LD prior to admission.

12 14



2. Students experiencing severe difficulty in one or more of the following areas:

a. memory

b. tests

C. study skills

d. reading (or spelling)

e. wilting

f. math

g. foreign language

h. time management

social sldlls

j. particular course requirements

Initial Contact. The project director should conduct, or at least be present at,

each referral intake session. At this meeting, following the completion of an intake

questionnaire (see following sample), a decision is made on whether the referral is

appropriate. Students with medical, mental, financial, cultural, motivational, or basic skill

deficiency, problems should be referred to othei programs or services. (See above -

Adjunct Personnel)

If the referral is appropriate, the student is informed of the objectives and services

which are provided by the program. Assessment instumentS (see following section on

Assessment), informed consent (see following sample), and possible intervention procedures

(see following section on Intervention), are described in detail. The student is then assigned

to a graduate student in school psychology and/or special education. Subsequent contacts are

made by program graduate assistants.



SS#

Name:

Date of Birth:

Local Address:

Home Address:

Local Phone:

Home Phone:

Work Phone:

University where enrolled: Term:

Major Area: Advisor:

Advisor's Phone:

Are you enrolled in schtml this term?

Who recommended that you contact. The Pennsylvania State University Center for

Educational Diagnosis and Remediation for Adult Assessment and/or 1..earning Disability

College Program?

Name:

Title:

Address:

1.Did you receive a high school diploma? Yes No

14
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If no, have you completed your GED (Graduate E4uivalency Diploma)?

Yes Na

Explain:

2.Did you receive special services or special programming while completing your elementary

of high school education? If so, describe these

3.When did you first begin studying at PSU?

4.Have you changed your major area of study while at PSU, and if so, please explain what

these changes have been.

S.Please list your SAT scores.

6.Profile Academic abilities.

7.Please list your current G.P.A.

8.Do you live alone or with other people?

How many people do you live with?

Briefly describe your current living situation.



9. Are you currently employed? Hours per week?

10.Do you have any interests or hobbies? Briefly describe these activities.

II.How do you spend your leisure time?

12.How many hours (average) do you spend studying each day? per week?

13.Where do you complete most of your studying? at home, in the library, at a friend' .

Briefly explain.

14.Have you had any previous evaluations for diagnosis of this problem?

Briefly describe where and when this occurred.

15.When was (were) the problem(s) first experienced by you at the college level?

16.What is your reason for making this referral?

18
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17.How do you think this program will be of help to you?

18.Are you willing to follow through with recommendations that may be made by the

program as a result of the evaluation?

19. What is your current schedule? Please list courses and meeting times.

20; Please suggest times you are available for testing and/or meetings with the Projdct

personnel.

21. Please give any additional information which may be helpful to us in understanding

your particular situation.

22. Do we have your permission to contackyour advisor andibr University Testing Services

for the purpose of compiling all available testing and academic information such as SAT,

G.P,A., etc.

Yes No

I understand that all personal information I supply to the project will be kept strictly

confidential unless I give my written persmission.

Signature



INFORMED CONSENT FORM

This is to certify that I, , hereby agree to participate in the

Program for University LD Students as am authorized part of the educational and research

program of The Pennsylvania State University, under the supervision of Dr. Anna Gajar and

Dr. Mary Ellen Sabatino.

The purpose of the program, assessment instruments, and possible recormnendations

have been explained to me by and I understand Ms/her explanation.

I have been given an opportunity to ask whatever questions I may have had and a such

questions and inquiries have been answered to my satisfaction.

I understand that I am free to deny any answer to specific items or questions in

interviews or questionnaires.

I give my permission for the results of my program to be shared with other professionals

for the purpose of program improvement, as well as sharing successful strategies which may

be useful in working with other students.

I understand that any data or answers to questions will remain confidential with regard to

my identity.

further understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and terminate my

participation in the program at any time; without jeopardizing my current status at the

University.

Date Date of Birth

Subject's Signature

I, the undersigned, have defined and fully .ned the investigation to the above subject.

Investigator's Signature

18



COMPONENT B: ASSESSMENT

A program designed to serve university LD students must be founded on solid

conceptual and theoretical principles.

Prior to a discussion of specific assessrnent procedures, a review of the problems

surrounding the definition and identification of LD students, theoretical considerations, and a

rationale for developing a conceptual framework for programs designed to serve university

LD students will be presented.

Definithm. The term "learning disabilities" is used to describe those students who

experience difficulties in educational settings due to processing problems presumed to be due

to central nervous system dysfunction. This situation is problematic for a number of

reasons. First, there is disagreement over the definition of learning disabilities which makes
. . . .
identification and diagnosis difficult The plethora of research on this topic has failed to yield

one predominant definition.

The most concise definition of learning disabilities was formulated by the National

Advismy Committee on Handicapped Children (Na CHC 1968)., and was subsequently

incorporated into PL 94=142. It reads as follows:

"The term children with specific learning disabilities

means those children who have a disorder in one or

more of the basic psychological processes involved

in understanding or using language, spoken or written

which disorder may manifest itself in imperfect ability

to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or do



mathematical calculations. Such disorders include

conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain injury,

minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia ard developmental

aphasia. Such term does not include children who have

learning problems which are primarily the result of visual,

hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental redardation, of

emotional disturbance, or environmental, cultural or

economic disadvantage."

Final Federal regulations for identifying LD students, aspects of which have been

adopted by several states, include the following criteria:

(a) The student does not achieve commensurate with his or age and ability levels and/or

the student demonstrates a severe discrepancy between achievement and intellectual

ability in one or more of the following areas:

( i) Oral Expression;

( ii) Listening Compiehension;

(iii) Written Expression;

(iv) Basic Reading Skill;

( v) Reading Comprehension;

(vi) Mathematics Calculations;

(vii) Mathematics Reasoning.

(b) A student may not be identified as having a specific learning disability if the severe

20



discrepancy between ability and achievement is primarily the result of:

( i) A visual, hearing, or motor handicap;

( ii)1Vkntal Retaniation

(lii) Emotional Disturbance;

(iv) Environmental, cultural or economic disadvantage

(Federal Register, 1977E).

Theory, The second problem associated with the term "learning disabilities" involves

the conflict among competing theories about the causes and the nature of this disability. An

event associated with this concern involved a meeting of the National Joint Committee for

Lemming Disabilities. The committee consisted of representatives from the following areas:

a-. American Speech-Language Hearing Association

b.Association for Children and Adults with Learning

Disabilities

c.Council for Learning Disabilities

&Division for Childfen with Communication Disorders

e.International Reading Association

f.The Orton Dyslexia Society

The result of the meeting was a theoretical statement specifying the delimited

characteristics of conditions called learning disabilities; The proposed definition was not

designed to set up operational criteria for identifying individual cases of learning disabilities,

but to identify a theoretical base for the area. Critical elements of the proposed theoretical

definition include the following:



a.Learning Disabilities is a generic term that refers to a heterogenous group of

disorders

b.Manifested by significant difficulties

c.In the acquisition and use of listening, speaking, reading, writing,

reasoning or mathematical abilities

&These disorders are intrinsic to the individual and presumed to be due to

central nervous system dysfunction

e.Even though a learning disability may occur concomitantly with other

handicapping conditions (e.g., sensory impairmeM mental retardation,

social and motional disturbance) or environmental influences

(e.g., cultural differences, insufficient/inappropriate instruction,

psychogenic factors)

g.It is not the direct result of these conditions or influences ("Joint

Committee," 1980).

Processing Deficits. A third problem associated with the term "learning disabilities"

involves identifying and assessing cognitive processing deficits. Presence or absence of this

problem must be inferred from the behaviors of the student. These behaviors may include

social and emotional adjustment, study skills, coping responses, or achievement levels, as

well as test scores. A pattern or profile of behavior characteristics does not exist. LD

students are a heterogeneous group.

Conceptual Framework, In spite of the controversy over what exactly are learning

disabilities, and disregarding the debate over whether or not it is a valid diagnostic category,

a program to provide service to these students must be grounded in some conceptual
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framework. The underlying assumptions of such a program acknowledge the differences

between LD students arid the general college population. It strives to enwhasize strengths

rather than deficits, and takes the orientation of skill development rather than overcoming

handicaps. Such a program advocates the rights of these students to access to institutions of

higher education not out of compliance with legislation, but out of the awareness that LD

students have significant contributions to make. In an educational setting, LD students are

different priMarily in learning style and in the kinds of accommodations needed to help them

achieve, not necessarily in ability or in potential.

Characteristics, As suggested previously, one all encompassing profile of

characteristics of university LD students does not exist When spealcing about deficits, the

tendency is to itemize weaknesses rather than strengths, creating a negative tone. It should,

however, be kept in mind the LI) students often exhibit many positive attributes. Lists of

both deficits and positive attributes will be provided.

One grouping of characteristics organized deficits into seven domains: cognitive,

language, perceptual-motor, academic, work and study habits, social and affective. A listing

can be found in Cronin, M.E. & Gerba, P.J., 1982;

The follOwin list of characteristics was compiled by Clyde-Snyder (1982) and was used

with University LD students; The most frequently noted items, especially those presented in

self-reports, are identified by an *.

I.Short attention span.

2.Restlessness.

3.Distractability. (The student seems especially Sensitive é sounds or visual stimuli

and has difficulty ignoring them while Studying).



4.Poor motor coordination. (This may be seen as clumsiness).

5.Impulsivity (Responding without thinking).

6.Perseveration. (The student tends to do or say things over and over. Mechanism

that says "fmished" dots not work well).

*7.Handwriting is poor. (Letters will not be well formed, spacing between words and

letters will be inconsistent, writing will have an extreme up or down slant on unlined

page).

*8.Spelling is consistently inconsistent.

*9.Inaccurate copying. (The student has difficulty copying things from the chalkboard

and from textbooks; for instance, math problems may be off by one or two numbers

that have been copied incorrectly or out of sequence).

*10.Can express self well orally but fails when doing so in writing. In a few cases the

reverse is true.

*11.Frequently misunderstands what someone is saying. (For instance, a student may

say, "What?', and then may or may not answer appropriately before someone has a

chr.nce to repeat what was said previously).

*1214arked discrepancy between listening and reading comprehension.

*13.11as trouble with variant word meanings and figurative language.

*14.Has problems structuring (organizing) time. ( The student is frequently late to class

and appointments. The student lacks a "sense" of how long a "few minutes" is

opposed to an hour. The student experiences problems pacing him/herself during

tests.)

*15.Has problems stnicturing (organizing) space. ( The student has diffi6ulty

concentrating when in a large, open area, even when it is quiet. The student may

26
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over-or under-reach when reaching or placing objects (depth percention).

*16.Has difficulty spacing an assit, iment on a page (e.g., math problems are crowded

together).

*17.Thoughts wander andfor are incomplete in spoken and written language. Student

may also have difficulty sequencing ideas.

*18.A student's hearing acuity may be excellent, but the processing of sounds used in

words, or the sequence of what the student hears may be out of order (e.g., the

student hears "aminal" instead of "animal" and may say andtor write "aminal").

*19.A student may have 20/20 vision but when processing visual information (e.g.,

pictures, graphs, words, numbers) the student has difficulty focusing his/her

visual attention selectively. In other words, everything from a flyspeck to a key

weal in a title has equal claim on attention.

*20.Word retrieval problems (The student has difficulty recalling words that have been

learned).

21.Misunderstands nonverbal information, such as facial expressions or gestures.

22.Very slow worker, but may be extremely accurate.

23.Very fast worker, but makes many errors and tends to leave out items.

24.Visual images. (Has 20/20 vision but may see things out of sequence, e.g., "frist"

for "first", "961" for "691". A student may see words or letters turned around or

upside down, e.g., "cug" for "cup", or "dub" for "bud", or "9" for "6",

or "L" for "7", etc.)

25.Makes literal interpretations of what is said.

26.Judges books by their thickness because of laborious reading.

27.Has mixed dominance.

25
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28.Moodiness, quick tempered, easily fmstrated.

*29.1.Ach eye contact. Feels uncomfortable when talking to others.

30.Has trouble answering yes or no to questions.

As stated previously, university LEl students exhibit many positive attfibutes. These

:atributes contribute significantly to the student's success in a demanding environment.

These attributes thclude the following:

1.Motivation

2.A strong desire to learn about personal strengths and weaknesses.

3.Compliance upon understanding of personal strengths and limitations.

4.An achievement orientafine.

5.Cooperativeness.

6.A strong desire to please significant others in the academic, home and

community environment.

**7.A willingness to commit large amounts of time and energy to academic

pursuits.

8.Persistance "in spite of" or "in face of' failure.

Although there is considerable overlap among items in the ahove listings, and certainly

the lists are not exhaustive, the items should prove beneficial in the process of identification

and diagnosis of the university LD student. Behavioral characteristics add credibility to

psychological reports and records and serve as an additional basis for

classification/diagnosis.
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Diagnostic Instruments, Based on Federal definition and regulations, students

participating in the University program are identified by a series of diagnostic measures, such

as tests of intelligence to determine the student's potential for success in a University

curriculum, and tests of achievement to determine whether a potential/achievement

discrepancy can be documented. A 40% potential/achievement discrepancy is considered an

indication of a learning disabilty. Diagnostic instruments used include: the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale Revised, a measure of cognitive functioning and academic aptitude; the

Woodcock-Johnson PsychoeducatiG-ial Battery, Part Two, to obtain current levels of

academic achievement in reading, mathematics, written language, and general knowledge

areas; the Modem Language Aptitude Test, to measure abilities which have been cited in the

literature as potential areas of deficit in LD populations and which is purported to assess

abilities thought to be related to foreign language learning disability. Finally, a standardized

written evaluation is administered. The following basic diagnostic battery used by the LD

Proj&t was selected to assess specific domains of functioning. A description of each of these

instruments follows:

A BASIC DIAGNOSTIC BATTERY

LWechsler Adult Intelligence Sca:e Revised

2.Woodcock-Johnson Psycheeducational Battery, Part Two

3.Modern Language Aptitude Test

4.Written Sample

The following narrative will review each of the above listed tests and note the

contribution of each of the assessment procedure.



The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. Revised (WATS-R) is used to assess

the student's current level of intellectual functioning. In addition to yielding a full-scale

intelligence quotient (FSIQ), this test yields a Verbal IQ (VIQ) and a Perormance IQ (PIQ).

This test allows the examinee several ways to demonstrate their capabilities and the examiner

gains evidence of specific domains of relative strengths and/or deficits. The VIQ is

comprised of the scores earned on subtests constructed to measure verbal abilities. The PIQ,

likewise, is comprised of scores on subtests to measure performance abilities. The

theoretical underpinnings are a definition of intelligence that incorporates, in addition to the

ability to reason abstractly and the ability to learn and to adapt, the understanding that

intelligence is multifaceted and calls for a global capacity to comprehend the world and to

deal effectively with its challenges.

Significant information can be gained by interpreting any statistically significant

discrepancies between the vrQ and the PIQ. The examiner is then able to identify areas of

strengths or deficit in either the verbal or the performance domains. The FSIQ must fall

within the range of inti-lligence considered to be indicative of normal functioning in order for

the student to be considered for services thmugh the LI) Project.

Achievement is administered to assess the current levels of academic achievement in the

domains of %viitten language, reading, mathematics and general knowledge. The

Woodcock-Johnson is a criterion-referenced test which means that with scores on these

various domains we are able to make comparisons of a student's performance with t:ie

performance of an age-appropriate comparison group.

Academic achievement is particularly important in the diagnosis of a learning diability.
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Accurate appraisals of ac:demic functioning are needed in order to substantiate a significant

discrepancy between the current level of intellectural functioning and the level of acadeniic

achievement that would be predicted from the FSIQ.

The Magunjaartguage--Antitude Test (MLAT) is adminisered to predict the

probable success a student will experience when learning a modern foreign language.

Certain subtests of this test have been shown to assess abstract reasoning ability.

Since universities typically have foreign language requirements, it is appropriate to

assess a student's prot able success in order to plan for tutOring and/or testing

accommodations such as extended time liMits, individual proctoring and possible alternative

meth6ds of testing such as responding to items into a tape recorder rather than in writing.

Standardized Written Sample A sample of student's writing is obtained as part of

the assessment battery. This sample is administered under timed conditions aod is an essay

written on a prescribixl topic. This sample is evaluated in terms of the student's ability to

organize thoughts, develop the essay logically and make a strong, appropriate conclusion;

Additionally, handwriting, spelling, grammar, vocabulary and punctuation are all assessed.

This sample of writing provides the examiner with information about how the student

might be expected to perform dulmg essay exams or when formulating other written

products required at the university level. This informationcan be used both in planning for

testing accommodations w d in obtaining services such as tutoring or editing. (See Objective

Four, Component C, written expression for a sample of a prescribed topic in written

expression).

The above list includes a description of a basic battery of testing instruments which have

been found useful in the diagnosis of a learning disability at the University level. Additional

instruments and descriptions are discussed in the following section.



Alternate Methods of Assessment. Given the current definitions of learning

disabilities and the extreme heterogeniety of the population of students considered LD, there

sezms to be no singular assessment battery that is most effective, efficient or appropriate for

diagnostic purposes. Some researchers have emphasized the need to develop assessment

measures designed specifically for adolescents and adults with learning disabilities.

The LD student who is in need of support services and special accommodations has

-.were basic skills deficits in reading, written language, especially spelling and/or in

mathemadcal abilities. For the university LD student the most striking characteristic is the

uneveness of their abilities which often is more exaggerated with maturity. The reason for

these patterns stems to be that what they did well as children they seem to do exceedingly

Ai:hin fict; perhaps as a means of compensation for areas of deit, which become even

more discrepant in adulthood. Assessment thus becomes a very complex task.

In light of these issues involved in identification of university LD students, assessment

batteries have some commonalities and some differences. The primary question is "Does this

student have the intellectual ability to do college work?" The WAIS-R is the most widely

accepted measure used with the adult LD population. As noted previously, one significant

characteristic of the LD students in college populations is average or above intellectual

functioning. This test allows intra-individual comparisons to be made to identify any

patterns of abilities or discrepancies as measured by the various subtests of the WAIS-R.

The only common trait found among an Lb students is a discrepancy between apparent

ability to learn and actual academic achievement. Criterion- referenced tests have become

increasingly popular methods for assessing educational strengths and weaknesses in the

major content axeas. Examples of achievement tests with good norms, validity and reliability

that are age-appropriate for adults are the Wide-Range Achievement Test (WRAT) and the
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Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT). The WRAT assesses the domains of reading,

spelling and arithmetic. The PIAT assesses math, spelling, general information and reading

recognition and comprehension. Both tests are considered limited, screening instruments.

Assessment should also include those areas of functioning that have been identified as

residual problem areas for LD adults. Often included are tests of reading skills, measures of

receptive and expressive language, math reasoning and computation, personality, motional

maturity, career and vmational interest patterns. Frequently, some assessment is made of the

student's study skills, motivation, and self-concept through an intensive interview. In some

cases, the assessment can include tests of auditory and visual processing.

Colleges and universities generally do not recognize the need to universally screen

incoming students in order :o identify those who experience learning disabilities. The more

stringent or competitive the admissions requirements, the fewer the numbers of LD students

accepted, the higher their potential and less severe their basic skills deficits. The converse

of this is also true. Perhaps eventually it will be in open-admissions institutions where

information from universal screenings will become the necessary first step in identification of

those students who are W.

jnformal Assessment, In addition to formal or standardized assessment insuuments,

a number of informal assessments are conducted. The heterogneous composition of the

target population (Le., LD students), means that there can be many variants to the nature of

the disability not all of which are automatically identified through formal assessment. A

common example is the "degree of structure" required in developing appropriate study skills

for LD students. For some students this may mean a mere lack of awareness of how to use

the library, while for others it may require daily monitoring of a variety of study activities.

Informal assessment helps not only to corroborate the findings of standardized formal
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asessment instruments, but facilitates the development of individualized Education Plans by

cueing in on individual student characteristics, such as study habits, time management, etc.

It serves to individualize the intervention program by providing information on the "external

constraints" within which any particular student must operate, such as a given course load,

nature of course requirements, various test-taking situadons, etc.

Experience with Ll3 students indicates that students input (such as their awareness or

lack of awareness of how to study or participate in University level academic training) is a

useful component of the diagnostic process as well as program planning. Students' input

alout themselves facilitates program execution by serving as an effective starting point for

the various academic support strategies. For instance, if a student reports that histher poor

grade performance is not because of failure to understand the subject matter, but due

consistently to lack of preparation, a time management program is indicated.

Informal assessment can be carried out through ditliEdinirdamjnttaim and

gatitisInniku aimed at eliciting information on the individuars experience as an University

student. Based on a review of currently available study guides, books, manuals, the

following areas were identified as useful in providing diagnostic and strategy planning data:

I.Student's awareness of course requirements

2.Student's preparedness for course enrollment

3.Instructor-student contact information

4.Time management

5.Student's class attendance.

Questionnaires were developed for each of the above mentioned areas. Each

questionnaire included a clinician's guide for the various response options. Informal

assessment of this sort allowed program personnel to systematically record and utilize the



student's contribution towards assessment andprogram development

The client-clinician interview serves as an informal forum for background information

about each student's awareness or lack of awareness of his/her specific disability. It also

helps to determine whether some or all of the questionnaires would be required for a given

student The following questionnaire in itS entirety (or specific questions) may be used as a

basic informal instrument followed by one of the above 5 listed materials (See Objective

Three, Component B, "Staff Materials" for additional sample questionnaires.)



CLIENT=CLINICIAN INFORMAL ASSESSMENT

Have you attended college before? YES NO

If yesi what courses have you taken?

What skill areas do you considertobe weaknesses?

What skill areas do you consider your strengths?

List the long range goals you would like to achieve at Penn State.

List the specific goals you would like to achieve this tenm
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The purpose of this program is to meet your individual needs. In what ways can this

program assist you?

PLEASE ANSWER iHt FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN AS MUCH DETAIL AS YOU

CAN.

I. Describe an ideal strategy fc: taking notes in class

2. Describe as accurately as you can the strategy you use (if any) to take notes in clas.



3. Describe an ideal strategy for preparing for exams.

4. Describe an ideal strategy for completing an assignment such as a paper or a report

5. Describe as accurately as you can how you typically prepare for assignments such as

papers or reports.

6. Ctscribe the strategies you use (if any) to organize your study time (on a daily and

weekly basis). How much to you plan ahead? To what extent are you usually able to follow

through on your plans?
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7. Ctscril* how you will organizz your notes, papers, and assignments for each

coursd. For dxample, what kind of notebook will you use, how will you organize it, where

do you plan to study, where do you keep your books, papers, etc.?

READ THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS, THEN DESCRIBE IN AS MUCH DETAIL AS

POSSIBLE WHAT YOU USUALLY DO OR THINK YOU WOULD DO N EACH CASE.

INCLUDE WHAT YOU SAY TO YOURSELF, HOW YOU RATIONALFZE YOUR

DECISION AND WHAT YOU ACTUALLY DO.

1. It's Friday morning and you have a first period class. You were out late last night

and you ivally don't think you are going to make it to class on time, even if you rush. As

you debate with yourseff whether or not to go, you remember that the class was supposed to

be a review for the test on Monday.



2. You've developed a study schedule to prepare for an exam a week from today. You

need to re-read and outline a chapter, then prepare a practice quiz on the material. It will

probably take you three or four hours to finish. Some friends just calledyou and you really

want to spend the day with them.

3. You have been studying for twenty m4nutes and you are really having difficulty

concentrating. You feel tired, and start to think about taking a one-hour nap so you can

concentrate better.

4. You have been working on an outline for a paper, but you haven't fmished the

objective you had set for the day, even though you have been working a half-hour more than

you had planned. You really want to go home and watch a program on T.V.



Based on Federal definition and regulations,

studentS participating in the University Pr Ogram for L D students are identified by a series of

diagnostic measures. (See Diagnostic Instrements above). A severe poteniiallachievement

discrepancy is considered an indication of a learning disability. The following Tables One

and Two respettively show a random selection of students refentd for diagnostic evaluation

at The Pennsylvania State University. Table One shows the percentile scores of students

identified as L. D. Table Two shows percentile scores of students who were not identified

as exhibiting a leaning disability.
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Table 1

Reason for Refe**41,WAIS4i-Woodcock-JohnsoN
MUT Pertibtlle Scores for Each

of 10 Learn1n4 OlsabledColletteStudents

Subject Sex Reason for Referral WA1S-R

V P T

Woodcock-JohnSOn

R M W GK

Modern Language

2 3 4 5

1 F memory 96 63 90 92 90 86 88 2 1 61 23 5 5
2 M English WrItIng 81 73 77 10 92 10 56

3 F ReidItig ForeIgn

Language 75 77 77 34 68 29 76 9 38 7 6 58

M Math 84 87 88 27 10 26 60 63 9 61 3 19 12

5 F WritIng 77 68 75 21 69 36 55

6 M Writing 63 91 81 53 68 18 60

7 M Foreign Language 39 66 50 37 66 24 21 1 2 3 1 5

8 M Foreign language 90 42 70 60 83 26 67 38 9 9 18 1 15

9 M Test-Study 55 87 73 26 0 7 71 -- --

10 F Study Skills 23 61 34 27 28 65 21

4 2
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Table 2

WAIS R, Woodcock-Johnson Percentile Scores

for Each of Six Non tearning-Ili-SabledC-6-14-ege-S-t-utlen-t-s-

subjeet StX Reason for Referral WAIS-R

P T

Woodcock-Johnson

R M W GK

1 F Admission Ref 23 54 34 27 28 65 12

2 N Writing Spelling 27 8 16 10 7 4 18

3 F Shorthand 25 12 16 14 15 10 23

4 F Academic GPA 813 98 98 58 72 90 98

5 M Academic GPA 27 60 42 17 14 16 25

Writing 23 61 24 27 26 65 12
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COMPONENT C: IKTERVENTION

As stated previously, a program designed to serve university LD students must be

founded on a theoretical base. Prior to a discussion of specific inteevention procedures, a

basic introduction to behavioral them will be presented. Intervention procedures cited in

this guide aft based on this theoretical framework. (For additional information see Hallahan,

Kauffman, & Lloyd 1985; Lerner 1985).

Behavioral Theory. The basic premise of behavioral theory is that by

manipulating or controlling environmental variables target behaviors can bd changed. These

behaviors can be observed and measured. The principle of diiect, continuous and precise

measurement is essential to establish the efficacy of the treatment. Behavioral theory

incorporates the method ot behavior modification, or systematically controlling

environmental events so that specific changes are produced in observable behaviors.

Behavior modification cm be applied to educational events. Target behaviors are

defined, observed, and continuously monitored. In this way, objectives and methodscan

be revised continuously until the most effective intervention has been determined. Only

environmental factors which directly affect an individual's performance are identified,

isolated and subsequently manipulate&

The application of behavior principles to academic learning has acquired increasing

importance in the field of learning disabilities. Specific academic behaviors which can be

directly defined and observed Call be changed. The concern is not with innate abilities which

are difficult to observe and define. This is essentially relevant when dealing with LD

students because of the heterogeneity of the group and the difficulty of definition and

classification of learning

Another important aspect of behavioral theory in relation to the LD student is the
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measurement of permanent products, such as class grades. Specific improvements or

dearases in behavior are recorded by plotting observable products on a graph. The need for

structure, which behavior modification provides, is essential for the LID population.

Behavioral theory is important for both conducting research and developing

interventions for LD individuals. One purpose of behavior modification research is to

discover what valiables control the responses being measured. In an academic atmosphere,

if these variables can be determined and controlled, then the learning environment can be

manipulated in such a way as to improve the academic achievement of the individual. More

research is needed in this area but some research has been conducted in specific areas of

academic achievement which are problematic to LD students, most notably reading,

arithmetic, written language (which consists of handwriting, spelling and composition); and

oral language. Behavior modification and the use of token reinforcement and social

feififoiceifient has been shown to be effective with school age children. As stated before,

although the LD population is an extremely heterogenous group, certain common

characteristics are found to be present among these individuals. Low self=esteem and

self-confidence, due perhaps to repeated exposure to failure and underachievement, are

common characteristics of LD students. For these individuals, social reinforcement can be a

highly motivating modifer, as well as positive reinforcement from a significant other (i.e.,

tutor, parent).

As stated earlier, a program designed to provide services to university LD students

should emphasize strengths rather than deficits. Identification of a student's positive

attributes, such as motivation, cooperativeness and a desire to please significant others, is

helpful when planning a student's individual program. These attributes can be utilized in
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ord6r to make each student's program as effective as possible. SUCCESS is a highly

motivating factor.

JEP Development. Once an LD student is diagnosed, an Individualized

Education Plan (IEP) incorporating behavioral objectives and appropriate support services is

developed. The objectives aud support services are founded on the student's diagnostic

profile and take into account information from formal and informal procedures. An lEP is

essential since the group of LD students is a heterogeneous one. IEPs include long-and

short-term objectives, strategies for achieving each objective, and criteria for evaluating

achievement of each objective. Procedures are based on behavioral theory, including: task

analysis, positive reinforcement, contingency contracting, response cost, rehearsal and

errorless learning. A sample IEP format and One showing behavioral objectives for an LD

student in a meteorology course follows:



STUDENT INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

(LEP)

METEOROLOGY 303 WINTER TERM, 1981

Long Tem Goah

Student will achieve full-time status in a degree program by gradually increasing his

credit load to eight credits or more per term while maintaining a grade point average of "C" or

better.

Short Term Goah

Student will achieve a grade of "C" or better in Meteorology 303 Winter Tenn,

1981.

Activities:

--attend all class lectures (20) and ail laboratory sessions (10).

--specify in writing weekly study goals and assignments.

specify daily study objectives: include time of day, material to be covered and

specific strategies for studying.

--complete all reading assignments prior to the class period on which they are

scheduled to be presented.

complete all lab assignments one day prior to the specified due-date

--meet with lab instructor to review any problems or question the day before lab

assignments are due, in order to avoid losing credit for errors on lab assignments.

--tape record lectures and later transcribe and refine notes.

--have someone else take notes from the tape recorded lecture then compare class

notes to them to evaluate note-taldng skills.
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--utiliaz consultant as a tutor for any course content for which assistance is needed.

--"teach" consultant or another -it.r...lent in the class any units covered in Meteorology

303.

--volunteer/actively participate in lab sessions.

--prepare for exams and quizzes several days in advance:

-identify material that will be covered on the exam (notes and book).

-reread the material.

-prepare a list of all terms, then defme each and memorize the definitions.

-self-check mastery of the terms and defmitions.

-prepare a practice test of sample items (using testing mode(s ) to be used by

the instnictorfor exaniple, multiple choice, essay).

-take the practice exam and then check it and review any items that were

missed.

-prrpare a list of questions on material you have problems with and meet

with the instructor several days before the exam for assistance.

-organize/participate hi a study group with other students in the class.

--review error patterns on exams when they are returned.

-meet with instructor or consultant to rernediate errors.
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SAMPLE BEHAVIORAL CONTRACT

1. set up reading schedule
for course readings

2. complete daily reading
ohjective for course

Men Evaluation Due Data Ets.
First Friday permanent pmduct- First Friday

of term schedule of term

every week-
daY

. outline material for every week-
daily reading day
assignment

4. make vocabulary list
fiom reading

5. attend all class lectures

6. memorize vocabulary
from readings and class
notes

checklist

permanent product-
outline

every week- pErmanent product-
day list

Tuesdays & check class notes
Thursdays which should be dated

every week student writes definitions
frommemory with 90%
accuracy, set up weekly
meetings .

meet with instructor set a specific permanent product-
to outline class paper/ date outline of paper/project
project

8. prepare rough draft of set a specific
paper/project and meet date
with instructor to review draft

9. earn a "C" or better on
paper/project

10. earn a "C" or better in
course

permanent product-
rough draft OK&I by

instructor

last day of permanent product-
class check grade

last day of permanent peoduct-
class check grade

Evaluation of Objectives: Consultant will meet once a week with studeni At this time the consultant will randornl:
(5) assignments which were scheduled for the preceding week. Assignments which are adequately completed earn a
Any assignment not completed or adequate earns one (1) "-" each. At the end of the term, each "+" will earn fot
towards the independent study course grade and each "-" earns a loss of ten (10) points.
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SanzgLIELCILmongnik, Academic support services incorporated into IEPs

have included: (a) alternative methods of evaluation such as untimed tests, readers on

objectives tests, separate testing with a proctor, essay exams in place of objective tests, taped

examinations, etc.; and (b) special accommodations , including: the use of tape recorders,

dictaphones, recording services for the blind (or readers on short notice), time management

and study skill training, and orientation sessions. Sample lEP components incorporating

classroom accommodation, alternative forms of evaluation, career counseling, mental health,

self-management and study skill objectives follow:



Sample IEP

Component 1:

Example: I. cl)

Component 2:

Example: 2. a)

Component 3:

Example: 2. cl)

Component 4:

Example: 4 a,b,c,d,e,)

SAMPLE IEP COMPONENTS

(iaiSriMniAr&Qnlitlixialica

use of tape recorder to tape class lectures

Alternative Forms of Evaluation

Untimed and proctored testing conditions; when method of

evaluation is essay composition, she will dictacte her essay answers

into a tape recorder.

CartcrEameding

"Discover," the computer-based guidance system in the Career

aevelopment and Placement Center.

Mental Wealth

Will continue to be ixwolved in counseling with this clinician as it is

directly related to academicissues. Topics to be included are:

a) self-concept and self=efficacy

b) motivation

c) values clarification

d) psychosexual development

e) independence/dependence issues

Component 5: 5elf Management

Example: 3. b) She will continue to receive assistance with daily living skills.

Some examples are managing her own finances, making tips alone

off-campus to make purchases and for recreation.
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Component 6: Study Skills

Example: 1. d) Will receive further instruction in the principles of time management

in order to maximize her study time and perhaps to decrease the

numbers of hours spent in daily class preparation.

Sample MP #2:,

Component 2: Alterna6ve Forms of Evaluation

Example: 2 a) Will receive untimed testing conditions, especially when the method

of evaluation is essay composition.

Components 4 and 5: McataLikalibA,SeMmanutintni

Example: 3) Should collabome with the clinician in the development of a

research design to be implemented in the Fall 1985 semester.

Suggested areas of investigation are:

a) improving reading speed and comprehension

b) techniques for overcoming the effects of aphasia.

Ensrironment-aRs1 IEPs are created by a team of individuals. Team

members may include: graduate students in school psychology and special education, school

psychology and special education supervisors, and the LD student. Figure One shows the

mles of the LD student and team members in a continuum of intervention programs. Since

each LD student is different in the severity of his/her disability, a continuum of intervention

from the most structured to the least structured has been designed. A few students require a

highly structured intervention approach. Within this paradigm, the student and

some team members meet on a daily basis. Highly specified objectives are checked and

progress is closely monitored. At this level of service, a great deal of effort is devoted to
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developing effective study skill and self-management strategies. In the least structured

approach, the student initiates all activities and the team members reinforce or support the

student's request for assistance. For example, the student may have approached an

instructor and was denied a request for modified testing arrangements. A team member will

then contact the instructor with supporting documentation for the necessity for such an

arrangement.
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THE ROLES OF THE STUDENT AND TEAM MEMBER IN THE
CONTINUUM OF INTERVENTION PROGRAM

LD COLLEGE INTERVENTION- EXAMPLES
STUDENT'S ROLE TEAM MEMBERS' ROLE

Wetting regularly
with team to check
behavioral contract
(Most Structured)

Request tutoring or
special assistance
when needed.

Reinforce objectives
adequately completed.

Suggest techniques for
rernediating or compen-
sating for skill deficits.
May suggest methods to
monitor progress.

Student is
reinforced for
completing highly
specified objectives.

Student roluests
tutoring. Team
member locates
and adapts
materials to
facilitate
learning.

Student and
team member
work to
rernediate
academic skill
deficits

Select and Suggest specific self-_ ream member
implement specific management and study describes_
strategies land skills strategy. alternative for
activities for modifying
stirdy skills and student exam
time management taking strategies.
improvement Student selects

program and
implement
condition reliably.

Student or team
member provides
reinfbrcement
when program is
reliably followed.

Maintain maximum Reinforce Student is
independency by appropriate requests reinforced for
initiating all for assistance. contacting team
activities (Least Reinforce member to tutor
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Structured) independent prior to exam.
problem solving. Student is rein-

forced for
independently
requesting
assistance from
course instructor.



The following items should be included in each LD folder

I. Informed Consent Form

2. Inmke Interview - Be sure to include student's SS#

3. Test Protocols - WAIS-R, WOODCOCICJOHNSON, MLAT, WRITING
SAMPLE

4. Psychological

5. I.E.P.

A. List of Semester Objectives

B. Listof Weekly Objectives (including activity, date,
materials, evaluation, criteria)

C. Semester and weekly schedule

D. Annecdotal and objective report of each student -
clinician contact - include date, time objectives,
observations

(STUDENT STATUS FORM)
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tCalTM011111.111110A 0,110 Ii lUll 1 U II

A. Inlakaamicse
1. Frnject Director and Student

a) Following a referral, the Project Director interviews the student to

decide if die referral is appropriate.

1) Intake Questionnaire is completed.

b) .
If the reftrral is appropriate, the Dutctor describes the program's

objectives and services to the student.

Following this interview, the Project Director assigns the referral to

one of the program's graduate assistants, who contacts the student

to set up an appointment for testing.

B. Assesi

1. Clinician and Student

a) The clinician individually administers the following diagnostic

instruments to determine if a significant discrepancy exists between

the student's potential and achievement:

1) Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised

2) Wciodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational, Part II

Tests of Achievement

3) Modern Language Aptitude Test

4) Writing Sample

The student is informed of the purpose of these measures, what the
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results will be used for, and who will have access to the

information.

C. CalUlAdlaUfaCtictiMlieRMI

1. Clinician and Pmject Director and/or 1,ject Supervisor

The clinician evaluates and writes up the results of the assessment.

Together with the Project Director and/or Supervisor, they decide if

a learning clisability exists, and recommendations are made. This is

formally written in a pyschological report and once approve& is

signed by the clinician, the Pmject Director and the Project

Supervisor. The student is given a copy and one goes in the

student's file.

D. Feed-Back Sessiort

Project Director, Clinician, and Student

a) The clinician and Project Director review the psychological report

with the student addressing any concerns and answering any

questions. The conclusions and recommendations contained in the

report are emphasize& The student is informed of the specific

services the Program can offer to him/her, and a tentative course of

action is decideed upon.

InitiaLlairmulianlessian

1. Clinician and Student

a) The student decides to make a commitment to the program. The

clinician once more explains the purposes of the program and the
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services offered to the student The clinician discusses issues of

confidentiality.

1) The clinician reads and has the student sign the Wormed

Consent Form.

Once the student makes a commitment to participate in the program

th, clinician discus:es what responsibilities the student has to the

clinician, to the program, and to him/herself.

1) Client-Clinician Contractual Agreement is carefully read,

then signed.

The student expresses his/her expectations of the program to the

clinician, and together they decide on long-term goals and

short-term objectives for the semester, and what efforts will be

expended to achieve those goals. They decide on the number of

sessions needed per week, and a suitable meeting time is set up for

the semester.

F. Writing the TEP

1. Clinician

a) The clinician formalizes the long-term goals, short-term objectives,

and the support services for the student that were decided upon at

the initial inter-vention session. The clinician writes these up in

behavioral (measurable) terms in an IEP format containing the

objectives, the conditions, thebehavior and the criteria of success.

This is put in student's file.
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G; $ucceeding-Intervottion-Sgssinna

1. Clinician and Student

a) Additional information often needs to be gathered reganling the

student's academic responsibilities and his/her capabilities in the

areas of self-management and study skills. Some forms that may

be used (at the discretion of the clinician) to identify potential areas

of intervention include the following

1) Preparedn&A-for-Course Enrollment - provides

information about the suitability of the student's course selecfion,

the courseload, and )ther commitments. It may indicate that a

rescheduling of courses is necessary.

2) Awareness-of-Courks Requirements - prompts the student

to focus on the policies and requirements of the courses he/she is

taking.

3) Course Evaluation Triveniax focuses on gathering

information on parTicular courses. It can be used to

determine if a course is suitable for the student at that time.

4) ausAittadaacOmmthamain - clarifies the student's

attendance habits. It may signal a need for intervention.

5) Time-Management Ouestionnaire - gathers infOrrnation on

the students perception of time available versus time needed for

study, to get a desired grade in each course and identifies some

qualitative aspects of his/her study habits. It may indicate a need

for time management intervention.
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6) Daily Schedule for Time Management - divides the weeks

into one-hour blocks of time, which are filled in at the beginning of

the week with academic (and non-academic) activities. The

clinician may need to monitor the extent to which the student

follows the planned schedule.

7) Instructoratudtarmtarlauggiongairg - prompts the

student to identify specific sources of help with his/her courses. It

may indicate weak study skills and exam preparation habits that can

bezome a part of the intervention program.

b) The clinician implements the intervention components in an

appropriate manner to facilitate the attainment of the goals and

objectives for the student.

The clinician can guide the student in taking advantage of the

University's academic support services available to them as LD

students. Depending on their disability, special learning

accommodations and alternative methods of evaluation are

recommended. The student may choose to approach

their instructor personally, or give him/her a letter from the Project

Director and/or the Director of the Office for Disability Services that

specifies the student's particular learning disability and outlines the

learning/testing accommodations that are suggested. The student

may use this letter to "break the ice" when approaching the

instructor; in addition, it often lends credibility to their claims.

(Refer to the form letter in the Material section).
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d) The clinician may act as a resource person and advise the student of

the University-wide services available to them as registered

students. Some of these have included: career counseling,

vocational testing, learning assistance programs (specific course

tutofing), psychological counseling, remedial programs, use of

computers, mental health services, and so on.

H. Scssimiteuarts

Clinician

a.) After earl session, the clinician writes the objectives for the

session, and then records the events of the session, any pertinent

observations and any other relevant infomiation.

1) The clinician records this information on the

Student Status Form.

MAILS:tat Mating

1. Project Director, Project Supervisor, and Clinicians

The clinicians update the rest of the program's staff on the progress

of each of his/her clients. Concerns and problems are raised in

both academic and the socio-emotional areas. The entire staff

offers input to collectively decide on a course of action. General

concerns and issues are also addressed at this time (e.g., extended

clinician training). The Project Director suir marizes the status of

each client for the record;

b) Specific staff sessions are held from time to time. These are specific



presentations by outside personnel in areas that staff indicated a

general need, usually to aid andior enhance their performance

when dealing with clients (e.g., an orientation to the services

offeied through the University's Career Development and

Placement Center, a training session on professional client=clinician

interpersonal inter-actions, etc.)

E-vatuatiom The evaluation of the first objective The Development of a

Comnrehensive Diagnostic and Academic Support Service Program should be

of two kinds: process and output (or product evaluation.)

Process evaluation is appropriate for assessing a program while it is underway.

Process evaluation allows a program to be assessed and mOdified using data from the

program and its participants. The advantage of process evaluation is that it provides

feedback to the project staff and participants so that they can shape the model to their

objectives soon after its beginning. This type of evaluation is facilitated by the following:

A. Mtake Information

B. A psychological case study on each project participant along with testing

protocols.

C. An IEP for each LD student.

When appropriate, each IEP incorporates single subject research design

techniques. For example, a multiple baseline design modifying a student's time management

and study skills with appropriate inter-ventions is charted. The resulting data verify the
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success or failure of the remedial strategy.

D. An anecdotal surrunary of each contact with each ED student

In addition, a summary of the following quantifiable data should be collected at the

end of each academic term or semester for each L.D. student:

A. Credit hours attempted.

B. Credit hours earned.

C. Credit hours earned toward graduation;

D. Grade point average;

E. Cumulative average

F. Courses dropped and reason for dropping them.

G. Remedial courses taken.

H. Non-credit hours lalcen.

evaluation, or output evaluation, is a yearly audit of the program; Results

are exal:-2 in comparison to program objectives; The assessment of the effects in

comparison -kjectives; The assessment of the effects of the program upon the

participant r1inc4.T y the reported success of each LD student's university experience

: a 2.0 P.A. on a 4.0 scale). In addition, a questionnaire such as the

following coirpli.tec.; by z.z..^.11 participant on his/her last contact with the program is

suggested.



1= MIEEANAIREFIO

A. Please answer the following:

What was the reason you were referred/referred yourself to this program?

2. In what ways did you think this program could be of help to you?

3. Were your expectations met? . Please explain:

4. How long were/have you been involved in this program?

5. If yc dropped out, or decided not to participate, why?

6. What kinc, of assistance did you receive from this program (what was done

hen you with which courses)?
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Activity Course

What was the most bener- 7011 gained from participating in this

program?

8. Was there additional assistance that you felt you needed?

If yes, please explain.

9. Do you feel that you needed the assistance offered by this

program?

10. Would you recommend this program to other university 11)

students?

11. Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the

program:

for all university LD students

b) in your case



Not
at

B. Please respond by checking one of the following: All

1. Did the tests given to you (at the beginning)
accurately explore your strengths and weakoesses?

2. Did the tests accurately pinpoint your area(s)
of weakness?

3. Was the report written by the clinician accurate?

4. Were the results of the tests clearly explained?

S. Was it clearly explained what the program could
do for you and what the program recommended?

6. Did the program accurately identify your needs?

7. Did our recommendations and activities help
meet your needs?

Did you follow our recommendations?

9. Did ourrecommendationVactivities help you:

a) get better grades-
b) studylmore efficiently
c) take better notes i-

d) use your time more-efficiently
e) complete course requirements
f) improve your confidence
g) other:-

10. Was the help given to you sufficient in dealing
with your area(s) of weakness?

11. Was the amount of time spent with the clinician
sufficient?

12. Was the scheduling of sessions satisfactory?

6

Somewhat Mostly Greatly
Don't
Know



13. Do you feel that the clinician met his/her
responsibilities to you?

14. Do you feel that .you met your responsibilities
to the clinician?

IS. Didiyou feel that your input was valUtd And
taken into consideration?

16. Do_youifeeliconfident that the progtam kept
allAnformatiaa regarding your disability
confidential?

17. To what extent did you receive assistance in
one or more of the following areas?

a) time management
b) study skills
c) note-taking
d) course scheduling
e) getting classroomitesting accommodations
f) meeting coursework requirements
g) arranging for career and/or personal

counseling
h) other:
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CHAPTER TWO

CONDUCTING AWARENESS AND INFORMATIONAL ACTIVITIES

FOR ADVISORS, FACULTY, COUNSELORS AND OTHER STAFF

Awareness and informational activities for pertinent University personnel are a must

if the needs of LD students are to be accommodated. Each faculty and staff member should

be alerted to the fact that LD studentS are attending their institution and that adjustments will

have to be made in order to accommodate this handicaPping condition. Reaching each

faculty and staff member, however, is not an easy undertaking. One recommendation

included in this section of the manuai outlines the establishment ( a University wide LD

Advisory Committee and the identification of Lb academic advisors in each discipline. In

addition , staff development and faculty awareness activities are presented. The section ends

with a number of University wide considerations that will be faced by program developers.

COMPONENT A: UNIVERSITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

jtajaiLir!ATION A university program for LD students must take into

consid&w.on nd needs of students, faculty and the adniinistration of various

olleges and (1..-T 21" ri.. ais. Identification of these concerns and r 2ds can be accomplished

by the establirhu.tat of an advisory committee consisting of interr.smd faculty, administrators

and stui'..,its. Membership on the committee can be either self-initiated or by invitation. At

Th Fertryhfi;a State University, members of the Advisory Committee were identified by
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contacting the local chapter of the Association for Cith.cns with Learning Disabilities. A

member of this organization included a university LD student who knew which members of

the organization were also affiliated with the University (including a number of Penn State

staff with LD children). Several of these people were contacted by the student who

described the concept of the Advisory Committee, and a:;rked for their participation. To this

core grov, a number of other professionals were added. The Conunittee presently consists

of persons who have strong personal or professional interest in the area of learning

disabilities.

Kelm. Responsibilities of the Committee may include the following:

A. Assist the staff employed by the Office for Disability Services, or the Office

of Handicapped Services, in setting priorities for the improvement of

services for LD students.

B. Identify problems in the pro ision of services and recommend possible

solutions. Solutions might involve changes in University policy,

identification of University resources, or purchase of equipment (such as

word processing programs for computer use).

Monitor statistics on the number of LD students enrolled at Penn State and

their academic majors.

Meet at least once each semester.



COMPONENT B: Academic Advisors

identificatioui Many advisory committees will suggest the identification of

academic advisors who are interested in working with LD stadents. In addition, LD Students

.onsider good advising an impor+ant c-ompcInctit tO their academic success. Advisors can be

identified by co tactin zh corts-4,c. Dean by telephone, explain 'lig the purpose of LD

adviSors, rinsweri'Ag any cr-stions about the nature of learning disabilities; and sending a

follow-up letter expiung the advisors role in detail. Deans of Colleges are especially

interested in the number ofstudents enrolled in their programs, data on the percentage of

students who successfully complete their college education and the types of accommodations

that will have to be made. The Dean of each college is in the best position to supply names

of advisors for each college, and in some cases for each major within a college.

Rde, Responsibilities of LD advisors across dAciplines may include the

following:

A. Assistance with course selection.

B. Advise on number of credit hours to be taken per semester.

C. Advise on drop and add options.

D. Advise on how to approach a professor u -Rh a specific reTiest.. (Might

involve some r-le-playing).

E. Alerting other facu!ty as to the nature of the student's disability and giving

an explanation of n-cessary accommodations.
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F. Identifying departmental resources or services which can be used by the LD

student. (availability of computers torf., etc.)

G. itiate long-term or projected ad :ourse selection for students who

need taped texts, note takers, or readers on short notice.

H. Advise the student on how to arrange for alternative forms of evaluation.

COMPONENT C: Staff Development

Advisory staff development At lcast once a year prior to the beginning of the

fall semester an ofientation session r members of the University Advisory Committee and

for academic Advisors is recommended. At this meeting commercially available

presentations such as the Temple Uni -ashy mOdule on learning disabilities may be shown,

and published phamplets about learning disabilities or University publications addressing the

LT) student can be made available to each puticipant Additional components may include an

explanation for the need for specific uivisors; a presentation on available University services

or programs and a question and answer period.

Following the orientation seEsior. each ID student can be given the name of a faculty

member in their particular department or coag,.: who somewhat knowledgeable about

learning disabilities.

EturattiarLagi&,=_Itzati A wolKshop for project staff should be held prior

to the brginning of each semester. (See following sample of a workshop outline). This

session gives the staff the opportunity to learn about or review the goals of the project, the

legal mandates, the assessment and intervention procedures and the general operating policies
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of the program. In addition, specific staff development needs can be identified and

arrangements made for additional staff meetings. Adjunct personnel from the areas of mental

health, medicine, career and education counseling, developmental year, learning center,

vocational rehabilitation, veteran administration, and psychology can be called upon to

present pertinent information. Areas to be addressed may include the following:

A. Career planning and job seeking objectives for 11") students.

B. How to identify the signs of severe emotional problems

(e.g., characteristics associated with depression, anxiety,

or the Possibility of bodily harm, injury or even suicide.)

C. How to avoid client-clinician dependency.

D. The availability of financial assistance.

E. Types of clinics or workshops available at the university (e.g., test anxiety

clinic, etc.)

F. Library and Learning Center services.

In addition to inservice workshops, regular weekly staff meetings should be

scheduled in order to share up to date information on each LD student's progress through the

program, and when necessary receive staff input on successes and failures of IEP objectives

and intervention procedures.

The following figure presents a sample outline of a staff developmetal workshop.
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SAMPLE OUTLINE OF A STAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

L Program Overview:

History

Objectives

2. Legal Base:

Section 504

3. hitake:

4. Assessment

5. MP Development

6. Record Keeping:

7. Identification of Staff Development Needs:

8. New Student Assignments:

9. Research:

10.

Library - Study Skills

Memory Training

Spelling, Vocabulary

Self Management

Written Expression

Foreign Language

Sing Subject Design

Schedule Meeting once a week

Tutors
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Extension or Branch Campus, Most major universities have several branch or

extention campuses which serve LD students. Inservice workshops or staff development

ossions for service providers at thtrie locations should not be neglected. The following

sample inservice workshop can bc adapted for this purpose.

JNSERVICE OUTLINE

1. What is a learning disability?

A. Defmition

B. Behaviors that might indicate a learning disability

. .
Incidence of learning disability

a)

b) in college-age population

c) at Penn Stair

in general population

ii How do LD students get into college? (Discussion oi'ented to Penn State

admissions)

A. Legal mandate of nondiscrimination - Section 504

B. Admission guidelines for LD students

EstabliShing a comprehensive program for LD students

A. Elements of a comprehensive program

a) identifying recources

b) enlisting cooperation of faculty and adthinistration

c) forming a planning team
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d) obtaining support services

e) evaluating program

B. How Penn State has established its program Penn State recources,

policies,services provided.

IV. Overview of the Model Program for LD Students at University Park

A. Diagnostics

B. Support Services

C. Remediation/Intervention

D. Videotaped interviews with II) students

E. Case studies of some students

We will provide opportunity for questions and discussion.

Handouts will be provided, including a list of resources.

Faculty Awareness; Faculty understanding and awareness of the problems

experienced by LD students will contribute significantly to the succesS of any univerSity

program designed to serve these students. A major activity in accomplishing thiS Objective

may include a University sponsored presentation by a Imo Wti eitpert in the area. In addition;

a faculty awareness survey such as the following deVeloped at the University of Nebraska is

useful in evaluating the extent of faculty commitment, awareness and understanding of the

area
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Postsecondary Intervention Model for Learning Disabilities

A Faculty Survey

The Postsecondary Intervention Model for Learning Disabilities Personnel

(University of Nebraska-Lincoln) developed a survey to assess faculty attitudes and

laiowledge specific to LD students. The survey was modeled After one used by Dorothy

Tiede (Whitewater, Wisconsin) to assess postsecondary persomiel attitudes toward persons

with disabilities.. Considerable medifieations were made by the PS IM LD perannnel to 1)

address only the area of learning disabilities, 2) incorporate attitude and knowledge

subscales, 3) shorten the form to 32 items; and 4) expand the response format and

demographic section. Face and content validity of items was obtained by having ten

professionals in the areas of special education and research review the instrument. Items

were rewritten based on the comments received from the ten professionall, Demographic

items were selected on the basis of available research on factors reported as being significant

to faculty attitudes and knowledge of disabled persons; At present (1985-86) the suc,ey is

undergoing statistical analysis for reliabiity and validity. Based on the statistical analysis,

the survey will be revised for future use and used as a basis for the design of faculty

inservice. For specifics as to the progress of the survey analysis, contact Mary Morris, Jan

Leuenberger, Donna Aksamit at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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1. Faculty Rank: T.A.

FACULTY SURVEY

Seekkround Info-rmat-ion-

Instructor Asst. Professor
Assoc. Professor Full Professor Other

2. College 3. Department:

LutJc

4. Sex: Pi F 5. Primary Student ConeaCt: Grad Undergrad Both

6. Previous interaction with persons known to have a learning
disability. Yes No

If yes, check type:: professional personal

7. Acquired information about learning disabilities. Yes No

If yes, check type: reading media coursework other

8. Primary job responsibility: Teaching Research Administration
Advising Other

9. Length of postsecondary teaching_experience: 0-5 years 6-10 years--
11I5 years 16-20 veers over 20

Survey Items

Read the statements below
represents your opinion

1

2

3

4

5

6

and respond by circling the one response which best

cu
14 sv,

a, s-

m CU 01 M

CA L o ....,< 01 .,- CI
.c as

>,
-- o o
os 4-4 4, s- cn
C CU 01 C0 CU '0 "0 re 0
4-. 01 CU Cy .- ....
Li) cr I- :- CZ Ill

using the following scale:

Strongly Agree
.. Agree

Tend to Agree
Tend to Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

1. It is unfair to spend more money educating
learning disabled students than other students. 1 2 3 4 5 6

2. A person's learning disability affects all aspects
of his/her 1:fe. 1 2 3 4 5 6

3. Classroom e:;wironments are enriched by the
presence of learning disabled students. 1 2 3 4 5

4. Learning disabled persons tend to feel sorry for
themselves. 1 2 3 4 5 6
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5. Learning_disabled people have fewer employment
opportunities than other adults.

1 2 3 4 5 6

6. I believe that teaching learning disabled scudencs
cOnld be very rewarding.

1 2 3 4 5

7. I feel uncomfortable around disabled people. 1 2 3 4 5

8. Learning disabled persons are also mentally retarded.
1 2 3 4 5

9. All of us are disabled to some degree;
1 2 3 4 5 6

10. Learning disabled people take more from society than
they give back.

1 2 3 4 5 6

11. Learning dissbled people should be exempt from some
postsecondary graduation requirements. 1 2 3 4 5 6

12. Unique problems exist for each learning disabled
etudent which must be carefully taken into
account for the learning process to be successful; 1 2 3 4 5

13. Few learning disabled students will succeed
in college.

1 2 3 4 5 6

lfG A learning disabled student wanting to pursue
a Professional career should be discouraged
fram doing so.

15. Having learning disabled students in the classroom
cakes away from the quality of education other
stldents receive.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

16. It is acceptable co spend additional funds to make this
university accessible to learning disabled students. 1 2 3 4 5 6

17. Legrnii.g di.sabled students should not be considered
handicapped.

1 2 3 4 5 6

18. Learning dis.b/.,d students often are perceived at
irresponsibI., %Olen In reality the problem may be
a result o poor o-ganization.

19. Poor writing and skills are frequent
problems faced by learning disabled students.

20. This univere.ity has speci programs for learning
disabled students.
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21. Learningidisabled students should he allowed to
utilize taped books; nntetakerS And/dr UntiMed teats. 1 2 3 4 5 6

22. To be_realistic; postsecondary education standards
should be different fdt leathihit disabled students. 1 2 3 4 5 6

23. Poor academic performance of learning disabled
itudencs is most likely a result of study habits. 1 2 3 4 5 6

24. I can recognize a learning disabled Student. 1 2 3 4 5 6

25. l_know when to provide assistance to /earning
disabled individualS in my Claii. 1 2 3 4 5

26. Support services for learning diitabIed atddehti at
the postsecondary level tend to delay development of
selfreliance and independence.

27. An_adapted_education program for learning disabled
students may not eliminate acadeMiC failure;

21. It_is possible to effectively teach_a learning
disabled person At the College leVel;

29. I know_taw to offer_assistance to learning disabli-'
individUalt ih my elass.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

6

30. I know_where rl refer learning disabled Students
fot nel at t s university. 1 1

31. Learning disabled stUdesta at the postsecondary_
level are protected from discriminatory educational
practices by federal law.

3 4

1 7 3 4 5 6

32. Learning disabled students with reading problems
often arc slow readers and have difficulty with
comprehension.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Additional comments:
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COMPONENT D. University Considerations

Admissions, Each University has its own admission requirements. Most major

Universities require a high school diploma, entrance examinations (such as the SATs), grade

point average and or class rank and an interview. Under mandate, admission personnel

cannot solicite information concerning an applicant's handicapping condition and each LD

student must follow the regulaz admission procedures. It is left up to the student to

determine whether he/she should alert the Admissions Office of a specific disability and what

accommodadons need to be made.

Testing. The following narrative is an excerpt from the Heath Resource Center

Clearinghouse on kostsecondary Education for Disabled People pu icatiori. (1985) The

narrative describes high school equivalency examinations and college teSting services for

learning disabled student.

1. HIGH SCHCUL EQUIVALENCY. Persons with learning disabilities who

wigh to take the high school equivalency exam can obtain special accommodations and

editions of the exam through the GED (General Educational Development) Testing Service.

The Chief Examiner must be provided with professional verification of the diSability.

Special editions include braille, large print and audio castettet. Special accoMmodations

include additional time, quiet surroundings, low-glare lighting, etc. The fact that the test was

taken under Special conditions generally will not be included on the student's record. For

more doMplete information, contact the State Department of Education in your state.

2. COLLEGE TESTING SERVICES. Persons with learning disabilititt may

obtain; if necessary spedal accommodations and/or editions of either of the two most

commonly used admissions/placement tests - the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) prOvided by

the Admissions Testing Program of the College Board and the Amefican College Testing



(ACT) Assessment. Extended time, cassettes, readers, large type, and marking assistance

are among the sixcial arrangements permitted. These requests should be made Well in

advance of the exam date. The details of what is involved in special tetting varies between

the two testing services. Of particUlat

impOrtance iS whether or not the fact that the test is taken under nonstandard conditions is

noted on the student's records; The SAT notes any test taken under nonstandard conditions.

The ACT Mikes no reference to special testing unless extended time was used. Students,

parents and counselors may want to talk this over and decide whether or not the diSability

warrants special testing. For some students it may be worth the invetrmaat tO take the teSt

both ways. For complete details about special tesdng and other tests provided by the two

testing services, contact:

ATP Services or Handicapped Students

CN6602

Princeton, New Jersey 08541

(609) 734=3867

B. The ACT Assessment-"Special Testing Guide"

Test Administration

P.O. Box 168

Iowa City, Iowa 52243

(319) 337-1332
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Critikajoa It is crucial to the continued -success ofany learning disability

program to have strong support from the university adnrinistration. Evidence of the number

Of LD students, types of accommodations and services necded, and documentation of

success and failure should be available upon demand.

One critical issue which is and will be faced by mogt UniVertity LI) programs

involves the issue of part=time vs. full-time attendance for LD Students. At most universities;

students take 12 to 18 creditt to have full-time StaniS. FO-tirfie status endtles students to

health serviceS, financial aid and other student services. For many LD students, a course

load ShOuld not exceed 6-9 credit hours. (OFTEN A FULL-TIME LOAD FOR A

STUDETT WITH A DISABILITY). Their degree may take 64 years to complete.

Adminis' rod ve support is essential in obtaining the extension of

full-time students benefits to LI) students who are working at their "full-tine pace but who

officially are considered part-time students. In addition; thiS iistre does not end with a

change of University requirements. Many part-tithe Strider-Its are also not eligible for a

number of other service agency benefits.



CHAFFER THREE

Guiflelines and Materials for Faculty, Staff

Students and Parents

This section of the manue includes a compilation of materials which ha ve been

either cited in various phamplets or piiblications, Oi Jeveloped by programs serving the

University LD student; The inclusion of various lists, forms, and guidelines tinder specific

criEr.cchents is arb:lary; Many of the materials cited under one category are pertinent across

categories; For example, the list of alternative evaluation procedures is inc' under

Component A (Faculty Materials); however, the staff inifolVed With a Universi7- irro,_ _in as

well as students and parents may fmd a need for Stieh a list It is left up to the reaciers of this

manual to determine which of the materials are relevant for their use.

COMPONENT A: Fitedlty and University Staff Materials

I. Materials for faculty and University staff should initially inthide A Short

descripfion of Learning Disabilities and a listing of accuilenOotiOnS that may be requested by

the student This short description should be sent tiri each faculty meinber, administrator

and service staff at least Once a year. A sample folloWs:

LEARNING DISABILITY

Learning disabled college students usually have average or above average

intelligence with perceptual; conceptual, or coordinative disorders. Mild to sdtrere difficulties

in reading, speaking; listening, calculating math, or relating SOcially may be present;

As individualized educational programs are deVeloped in secondary schools,
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ater numbert of students with learning disabilities are experiencing educational success.

Students who may have dropped out or failed in high school in thepast nOw see college

attendance as a realistic possibility. These students will look to inStitUtions such AS Penn

State to corl+;nue the kind of supportive services that enable thdM to COmpete educationally;

Uriii/ersity adapL,..ilns for Learning Disabled students Will be lequested more

fieqaently. Becante A,iatively new area; expefienCe With successful modifications is

Learning Disabilities are so individualizzd that generalizations about classroom

adaptations are esf1;:-.1;w4 value.

In any case o: Learning Disability, the student should be asked to clarify the exact

nature of the disability and the degree to which it :lay interfere with the usual requirements of

study. Arnngement.s may be made for services such aS tape-recorA tektbooks, volunteer

tutoring, Mbdifitatibh bi- test adMinistration, or catirSe Stib-stitudonS (when essential program

areas are not involved).

IL Materials including a short description of LI) program and al;xilliary

University services should be available upon request. The follow sample materials deScribing

The Pennsylvania State University Program were distributed to interested faculty, parents

and F tudents.

I D MATERIALS

Funding for a Comprehensive Model Program for Learning Disabled Penn State

students nas been awarded to Penn State's Department of Special Education by the U.S.

lXpartment of Education; Starting December 1, 1984, the following services will be

available to Learning Disabled college students, who are matriculated in a Penn St7te degree

program: (a) identification and diagnosis; (b) individualized educatiOn plans; (c) aSSistance

with study skills, course selection, compensating strategiet, etc; (6) subject area tutoring; and

(e) assistance with arranging modified testing accommodationa

n P-83
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The program combined with eiisiting services available through the Office of

Disabled Student Services, -prov:de c. a compr?hensive level of servicc for learning disabled

student; whO have been identified and those in need of diagnosi.s. Faculty, individuals

involved with learning disabled college students, are encouraged to refer them to the

programCLDAR Building--after Dec,Imber 1, 1984, or call the Project Director, Dr. Anna

Gajar at (814) 863-2438, 9:00-3:130 Monday thru Friday. Assistance and information on

advising learning disabled students will also Lte available.

Update on the availabilb, of services for LearrOng Disabled

Students at The Pennsylvania Stat.

Univer3ity Park Cainv2.s

Funding for a Ct. mprehensive MOdel Progrwa L Learning Disabled College

Students has been awiu-dtd to PCnr, Departartnt of Special 11.1.Jcation by the U.S.

Elepartfilent Of Education; Starting December 1, 1984; the following se -ves will be

aVailable to Learning .:'.;isabled college students, who are matriculated in a Penn State degree

program:

1; Identification and diagnosis.

2. Based on diagnostic inforirtion the development of an individualiied

education plan.

3. . .ASSiStance With StudY skills, course selection, compensating strategies, etc.

4. Subject area tutoring;

5; Assistance with arranging modified testing accommodations such as oral

testing, individualized testing, extended time testing periods, etc.
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Students who have been diagnosed as Learning Disabled or students who require

diagnosis should contact the Learning Disability Program, CEDAR Building; after December

1, 1984, of the Project r irector, Dr. Anna Gajar, at (814) 86302438, 9:C0:3:00 Monday thru

Friday;

Based on ing; students will be served on a come, first Serve basis;

51111201131111LLEARNING/ISABILITIES

Penn State is interested in all academically qualified students regardlets of

handicapping conditions. In terms of learning disability, we seek tO enroll Students Who can

complete college level courses with the help of support services and classroom

accommodations.

We do not afer a formal program for students with learning disabilities. All

StudentS attend the same classes; but some students (including many with learring

disabilities) choose to make use of supportive se-rvices offered through regular University

channels. So Me services currently available include:

1; TIPS - information and referral service on audio recordings.

2. ',.ndividual tutoring and/or help with development of Study skills;

3. Audiotaped xtbooks and other course materials;

4. COUrSe Substitutions (when essential program areas are not involved).

5. Mddification of test administration.

6. Individual counseling.

7; Library assistance in locating materials.



Specific assistance aimed at compensating for the disability area(s) is provided for

some students at the University Park Campus by Dr. Anna Gajar. D. Gajar teaches the

learning ditabOcy course at the University Park Campus in the Special Education

Department Although extremely interested in proViSion of Supportive services; her time and

rersonnel resources are limited

Whenever possible, the Achthssions Office prefers to have no information prior to

the adittitSion decision as to handicapping conditions

Questions concerning s ,.-,portive services may be addressed directly t the CciordinatOr of

Services for Disabled who will respond confidentially. With this apprbach, the UniVersity is

assure If non=discrimination in its admissions decitions and of compliance with federal

regulations.

NOn;standard adininistrations of the Scholastic Aptitude Test are available from the

Educati6, Service and are considered by Penn State on the same basis as standard

adritinistrakc%:i

Due to the fluctuating nature of learning disabilities aJ,d the uneven aVailability of

sipportive services at the secondary school level, some students feel that the,fr grades and

SAT scores do not adequately reflect their potential. Them students Often choose to provide
. . .-

our Admissions Office with information about thew dasabilities and potential to succeed with

Stippobrtive Services. While we do not encourage this approach, the Admissions Office will

consider infofrh...:Ion voluntarily provided as it relates to the admission decision.
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EL The following texts and publications may be recommended:

Ballard, J. Evii2 Law 94-142-and-Section 504Underganding What They Are and Are

Lai Reston, VA: The Council for Exceptional Children; 1977.

This publication uses a question c.::c1 ansWer fcirmat to provide a wealth of valuable

information about PL 94-142 and Section 504 Of PL 93-113; much of it applicable to the

postsecondary setting;

Barbaro; F. (1982) The ID cullege student Some considerations in setting objectives.

Journal aLearnint-Disabilities-. 1-5-, 10; 599=603.

This article describes a madel based on Adelphi UniverSity'S LD college program;

which provides direct intensive instruction to enhance psychosocial growth within the college

environment. The program is a response to references to social intermsonal skill deficits
.

repartee m LD students.

Barbaro, F., Christman, D., Holzinger, S.M., & Rosenberg, E. (1985). Support services

for the learning disabled college student. Social Work,31.1, 13-18.

In developing its program fc learning disabled students, Adelphi University chose

interdis-Aplinary approach; utilizing special education teachers and social workers to meet

the Variety of needs presented by th studente,. Ecological persNctive was the organizing

PrifiCiple; recognizing evolving interitlationships between individuals and their

envimnments. A case study is included
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Bire y, M. & Manley, E. (1980). The learning disabled student 'm a college environment: A

report of Wright State University's Progr journal of Learning Disabilities,

13(11), 7 10;

Blalock, J.W. (1981). Persistent problems and concerns of young adults with learning

disabilities. In W.M. Cruickshank & J.M. Kliebhan (Eds.), Early aci,lescence to

(VoL 5), Syracuse University Press.

Brown, D. "Counseling and Accommodating the Student with Learning Disabilities." In P.

Marx (Ed;), The Handicarmed Student Qn.C.Q11-gLCalawitt---AdvegacIs

5ili :.:nd Education. Proceedings of third national conference of

ociadon on Handicaued Student Serices Programs in PoStSecondary

Education, Denver, 1980, pp. 149=153

This article provides a concise explanation of types of learning disabilities

experienced by learning disabaled adults and of ways to work with these difficulties through

both counseling and necessary accommodations.

Brown, D. Steps to Independence forPeopl-e-wi-th-Learning DiSabilit-Washington, DC:

Closer Look. 980, Parents' Campaign for Handicapped Children and Youth, Box

1492, Washinr n, DC 10013.

This pamphlet holds a wealth of information about definitions and diagrosis of

learning disabilities and about ways learning disabled individuals can work together with

other people who are significant in their lives toward the desired goal of personal

inaependence. It is a must for anyone working with learning disabled individualS.
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Clary, L.M. (1984). The Application of Study Techniques with Learning Disabled

Adolescents. In W.M. Cruickshank & J.M. Kliebhan (Eds.), Eatalkgraoug

lo earb, adulthood: Lc_ best of ACLD (Vol. 5) Syracuse University Press.

Decker, T.W., Polloway, E.A., & Decker, B.B. (1985). Help f. the LD college stddent.

Academic Therapy,20, 3, 339=345.

College programs must betome responsive to the needs of LD students. Specific

recommendations fOr intervention oriented to common problems are discussed.

Douley, D. & Palmeri M. (1984). A liirral zrts college learning skills program. ED 249

707;

Describes a program to serve college students with varied skill levelS and learning

styles. Recommendations on process, instruction, faculty training, community involvefnent

and learning skills programs are outiHM.

Fischer, L.S. & Page, H. (1984). A new approa,ch to LD programs in Postsecondary

education.ED 24--; 702.

The report describes a diagnostic prescriptive program directed toward the ftill

integration of students with learning disabi tides into the regular program of the Univeitity of

Colorado at Boulder.

Hallahan, D.P., Kauffman, J.M. & Lloyd, J.W. (1985); Introduction to Lumina.

Dioff-gbi1iti6, 2; -! d. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.

Houck, C.K. (1984). t 1 t ..aftwei ,T14

Issues. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
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Kahn, M. (1980). Learning problems of the setondiary and junior college learning disabled

students: Suggested remedies. JOurnal-of Learning Disabilities, 13(8), 445-449;

Kirk, S.A., Std., A.M. & Larson, R.P. (1981). Current Issues in Learning Disabilities. In

W.M. Crnickshank & A.A. Silver (Eds.), Midge. Lto Thmorrow: The best of

ACLD (Vol. 2), 1-16. Syracuse University Press.

Lerner, J. (1985). ktaMint.niaakililitiLabinitkaiagraiiLfiardadlingatalCgiti. 4th

ed. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston.

Magrurn, C.T Strich&rt, S.S. (1984). College and :he learning disabled student: A guide

to program selection, development and irnplernc.ntation. Onando, FL: Grune &

Stratton, Inc.

Mc Kin -v, J.D. & Feagans, L. (eds.), (1983) anent topics in learning disabilities.

(Vol. 1). Ablex Publishing Corp.

Meyers, Mi. (1985). The LD college student: A case study. Lcademicakrzy, 20,4,

453-461.

A case soidy to clarify critical issues related to the LD adult's special problems and

needs.



& Prater, G. (1985). College teacher's expecta. D students. Academic

Therapy-40,2, 225=229.

University teachers hold negative academic exp;fctations for 1.:.) students andare

pessimistic about thcir ability to teach therm

MoSS, J.R., & Fox, D.L. Colleze-Level Prozrams_forithe_Learning-Di-sahle& Tulsa, OK:

Partners in Publishing, 1980.

In addition to a partial list of schools providing special prograniS for Idarnhlg

disabled students, this book provides a comprehensive treatment of the legal aspects of the

learning disabled prOblem and of ways colleges can help these students. It also provides a

valuable tetOurce of communication with other postsecondary institutions in order to learn

from their expertise and experience

Putnam, MI-. (1984). Postsecondary educatio .1 for learning disabled students: A review of

the literature. LonuaLoisilegratl, 68-75.
The scarcity of college programs for learning disabled Students is attributed to cost,

attitudes, unawareness, and lack of data on incidence and characteristics. To comply with

legislation, colleges must accommodate special students.

Rosenthal, L (1985). A career development program for learning disabled college students.

Journal of Counseline-and-Developme-nt, 63,5, 308=310.

Career counseling of the Learning Opportunities Center of Kingsborough

Community College is discusse. The model program s goal and strategies are outlined.

Purpose of the program was to 1) demonstrate that LD students can survive in college if



offered an LIT":.- services; 2) disseminate information about the project. Aspects

considered important for study and treatment were cognition and attention, reality testing;

sense of self; visual imagery; and learned helplessness.

Siegel, risprothy. "Help for Learning Disabled College Students," American Education, 15

(JL/ 1979), 17-21;

Desceibes the Learning Opportunities Center set up at Kingsborough Community

College to bring emotional, social, and learning satisfaction to LI) college students. Services

include individual and small;group tutoring, counseling, direct ci:-!.ssroorn intervention,

faculty orientation and consultation, and bypass techniques, faculty workshops and ways to

get faculty informally, social get-togethers, a studtnt "hot-line" for stiPiy ,Iroblems, intake

conferences, tutoring and diagnosis.

Smith, L.M. (1980). The College Student with a Disability: Azaratal,2_. ".

Strichart, S.S., & Mangrum, C.T. II (1985). Selecting a college for the LD

student. AadtrukTheztmll 4, 475-479.

LD students can survive in college if they carefully choose a facility that provid'r

support they need to realize their potential; Support would include testing, special

adviSement, remediation of skills, special counes, counseling and tutoring services.

Tarver, Sara G. "Viewing LD at the University Leve ," Focus on Exuptional-atildren,

(Fall, 1979).

Outlines an approach used at University of Wisconsin-Madison to setting up a

piogram for LD students. Eight LD students outlined their program needs and contributed

special services or equipment needs, and lists a 3-pronged approach to establishing a
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program: 1) guidelines for identifying a diagnosing, 2) provision of special equipment and

services, and 3) edueadon of faculty and staff.

Vogel, S. & San ler, J. Ilm_ColiggaNdent-with-a-Leaming-Disability: A Handbook for

College and Ui-veiAdissi Offic-ers.Faculty. and AdininisfiEatOis. Illinois

Council for Learning Disabilities, 1981.

Vogel, S. (1982). On developing LID college programs. lomal of Learning-Disabilities,

9, 518-528.

Implications of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and prttsurt from

concerned JD adolescents and parents are distussed in terms of iden.ifying college LI)

students; planning programs; identifying and coordinating resources; waining staff; and

implementing services.

Washington, M.H. (1981). frs,Onunchgniattuzgaraig addressing and rcingsligaig

kaming diSabilities in learning disabled college students.



IV. The ft:Mewing list of classroom accommodations for Learning Disabled

students (based on a similar list for high school students in Marsh,

Gearhart and Gearhart, 1978), and a list of possible evaluation

modifications, may be distributed.

REGULAR CLASSROOM LD ACCOMMODATIONS

1. Course Cbjectives: Give list of objectives and requiremerns to students, major

reqrent, exam dates, types of assignments and outside reading sources; This is

helpful for students with organization or memory problems;

2. Course Salvag..i Let the student and the ED program staff know when the

student is fillin; Szhind, preferably this should be done early in the semester.

3. Lecture Outlines: Many special students have trquble with organizing thoughts,

and taking notes - also picking out relevant information. A simple lecture outline iS

helpful. These outlines will also assist the student when preparing for examinations

to program staff v/hen attempting to identify the study skills necessary for a

.nific course or for peer tutors.

4. Technical VocabulPiry: Each subject has a specifi c vocabulary, a handbook of

relevant or technical wo.ds would be extremely helpful for use again by the LD

student, the LD staff 'a-, rth;:rS or peer tutors.

5. Abstract Concepts: Diffichlt for regular students. A printed or taped summary

of key concepts or ther.ries would bc extremely useful.
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Oral and Written Reports: Allow LD students with writing problems to record

reports, allow for editing and typing. Allow two grades, one for content and one for

mechanics.

7. Homework: Possibly coordination between classes to reduce written load would

assist the LD student;

Study Skills: What are the pertinent study skiris for the subject matter? A list of

these would assist the LD student, e.g., in this course pay attention to charts and

graphs.

9 Reading Rate: Inform the class as to how they should approach their reading

matenals, e.g., this material should be skimmed, this material requires slow reading,

etc.



MODIFYING EVALUATION PROCEDURES

FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED

1. Allow for unthned tests.

Allow a reader for students on objective exams.

Provide essay instead of objective exams for some.

Allow student to take an exam in a separate room with a proctor.

Allow for oral or typed exams.

6. Allow students to clarify questions and rephrase them in their uwn words as a

comprehension check before answering exam questions.

Analyze the process as well as fmal solution (as in math problems).

8. Allow alternative methOds of demonstrating mastery of course objectives.

ABow students to use a multiplication table, simple calculator, and/or secretary's

desk reference in examinations.

10. Avoid double negatives, unduly complex sentence structure, and questions

embedded within a question in composition examination questions.

11. 'Provide adequate scratch paper and lined paper to aid those students with overly

large handwriting and/or poor handwriting.

1 Provide alternative to computer scored answer sheet.
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V. The following is a listing of good Ndagogical techniques and procedures

which can be followed by faculty who serve the learning disabled student.

The list is extracted from a transcript of a lecture given as part of the

Gettysburg College January Term Lecture Series, in January 1985, by

Elissa L. Fisher, Ed.M.

FACULTY CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

1. Typing all handout material for classes.

2. Leaving more space between lines for printing.

3. Making sure that clear directions are given orally and then in writ-mg.

4. Using manuscript rather than cursive writing on chalkboards.

5. Chalkboards should be cleaned regularly.

6. Stand away from windows when lecturing.

7. Close doors to classrooms.

8. Minimize outside noises in warm weather, where possible.

9. Invite learning disabled students to sit in the front of the room.

10. Isolate critical reading materials for special projects in the library so that they are

readily available.

11. Give time in class for questions and feedback.

12. Stick to dates given in the syllabus; learning disabled students have a difficult time

adjusting to unexpected changes.

13. Avoid undocumented assumptions about unusual bdhaviors.

14. When a student asks a question you have just answered, avoid expressing

annoyance.
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15. When a student does not get the information the first time, repeat it distinctly or ask

if they need it in a different fonn.

16. Organize your lectures so that comments follow in a logical sequence.

17. Avoid going off on tangents ffom the lecture outline.

COMPONENT B: LD Program Staff Materials

I. The materials listed under Component A: Faculty and University Staff

Materials, should be made available at the fust program staff meeting.

IL Procedures and LD studf:nt folder contents, as outlined in the first part of

this manuscript should be discussed and materials such as the Intake Form,

Informed Consent, etc. distributed.

ilL A format for writing an Individualized Education Plan and samples of fmal

comments on the accomplishment of long term objectives follow:

0 0
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L.D. COLLEGE PROGRAM

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN

STUDENT NAME:

DATE IEP WRITTEN:

CLINICIAN:

SEMESTER OBJECTIVE ONE:

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES FOR ONE:

EVALUATION (INCLUDE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR CONDITIONS &

CRITERION)

DATE DUE:

SEMESTER OBJECTIVE TWO:

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES FOR TWO:

EVALUATION, ETC.

The IEP should be based on the results of a psychological evaluation and

written with LD student input and agreement.



1NDIVIDUALIZED_EDUCATION_PLAN FINAL SUMMARY

January 15, 1985 through May 9, 1985

Clinician

Long-terrn-Gbieetive

1. X will continue her studies at The Pennsylvania State University.

a) X will continue a (1P.A. of at least 2.0

b) X will continue to receive academic tutoring as a service provided through

the Academic Assistance Center, Boucke Bldg.

X will continue to utilize her current methods of studying which include:

1) use of tape recorder to tape class lectures

2) seating in the front of the room to facilitate recording and lip

reading when possible

3) obtaining copies of class notes from other students

4) receive recorded books through Recordings for the Blind or

through Dean Ness's office, Pattee Library.

d) X will receive further instruction in the principles of time management in

order to mwdrnize her study time and perhaps to decrease the numbers of

hours spent in daily class preparation.

2. X will continue to receive services through the L.D. Research Project These

services are to include:

a) Untimed and proctored testing conditions; when method of evaluation is

essay composition, she will dictate her essay answers into a tape recorder.

b) X will continue her instruction in the use of the word processor under the
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guidance of , Wagner Bldg.; she will begin by learning the

touch-typing method, then progress to software packages for instruction

and for fun.

X will explore career options. Resources here include:

1) "Discover," the computer-based guidance system in the Career

Development and Placement Center, Boucke Bldg.

2) The Oeupatiena1Direetery of titles and job descriptions.

3) College/university catalogs with alternative program and/or

cufficula; especially those suited to her talents and abilities.

3. X will continue to be stimulated and encouraged to become increasingly more

autonomous.

a) She will continue to be involved in therapy. Options for individual

counseling will IYe explored by the clinician, investigating lloth

on-and-off-campus resources.

b) She will continue to receive assistance with &ailing living skills. Some

examples are managing her own finances, making trips alone off-campus to

make purchases and for recreation.

She will receive specific instruction in social skills training. Some resources

here include rehearsal opportunities, video taping, and computer software

packages.

d) She will be encouraged to continue to volunteer her time to the

Anthropology Museum on PSU campus, where there are creative outlets

and the possibility of making friends of similar interests.

She will be encouraged to make more friends, male and female, devoting

more time to leisure activities.
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She will bt encouraged to decrease her dependency on her mother, perhaps

by decreasing the numbers of contacts through daily phone conversations

and regular weekend visits.

4. X will continue to be involved in counseling with this clinician as it is directly related

to academic issues. Topics to be included are:

a) selr-concept and self--efficacy

b) motivation

c) values clarification

d) pyschosexual development

e) independence/dependence issues

SUMMARY OF AN INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN

May 7, 1986

Clinician:

X semester has been punctuated with crises, more on the personal than on the

academic level. It is expected that she will conclude this semester (Spring 1985) with a 3.0

G.P.A.

She has registered for classes for the Fall 1985 semester thfough the advisement of

Dr. , Chairman of the Anthropology Department. She will be taking 8 credit hours,

which is an increase of 2 credit hours over this semester. and agree that my

recommendation about this increase will be followed. That agreement is that if at any point
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in the semester, it becomes apparent that is experiencing inordinant levels of anxiety

and stress, one course known as the "contingency course" will be dropped. This

contingency course is one of the 3 credit hour anthropology courses she will be taking.

Progress has been made in the area of gaining more autonomy. is much more

responsible for her own life than in January, she has gained in assertiveness and

self-expression and she is learning about conflict resolution and sociai interactions among her

dorm-mates.

In summary, level of functioning in January 1985, when she first became

involved with the L.D. Project, and level of functioning in May 1985, indicate that growth

and progress have occured. There have been, however, sharp constrasts between the high

and the lows of this semester.

Recommendations for next semester include those listed on her psychological. In

addition, it is recommended that a vocational goal statement be formulated based on the

determination of the L.D. Project of whether will obtain a degree from PSU and if so,

specifically how this is to be accomplished. This vocational goal statement should also

include an evaluation of her potential

to be employable. This vocational goal statement is to be formulated by the clinician after

meetini, with personnel in the Occupational and Vocational Rehabilitation Office, CEDAR

Bldg.

Additonally, it is recommended that the clinician explore the possibility of CAPS

continuing to provide therapy for . If an arrangement can be made with CAPS, it is

recommended that the clinician meet with , her current therapist, to plan an approach

to treatment that would coordinate the efforts of CAPS and the L.D. Project.
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INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN - FINAL SUMMARY

January 23 through May 9, 1985

Clinician:

Lone_Term Objective

1. will continue her studies at The Pennsylvania State University, expecting to

graduate in May of 1987 with a degree in elementary education.

2. will continue to receive services through the University's L.D. Project.

These services are to include:

a) will receive untimed testing conditions, especially when the method

of evaluation is essay composilion.

b) will continue to receive instruction in the use of the word processer

un ler the direction of . After her typing skills are honed, appropriate

software packages will be used to improve her writing and spelling skills.

will continue to meet weekly with the clinician to discuss concerns,

track her academic progress and to coordinate her involvement with the

Project.

3. should collaborate with the clinician in the development of a research design

to be implemented in the Fall 1985 semester. Suggested areas of investigations are:

a) improving reading speed and comprehension

b) techn;ques for overcoming the effects of aphasia

c) a study of metacognition
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SUMMARY OF AN INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PLAN

May 7, 1985

's semester has been successful. It is felt that the assistance she received

through the L.D. Project was beneficial to her, most notably in obtaining untimed testing,

training in word processing skills and the support of the clinician. Her level of functioning at

this time is improved over that of January, however, was not in need of radical

changes.

It is recommended that her involvement with the L.D. Project continue and that she

be challenged through the development of a research project/design. If this is not done, it is

felt that will not be challenged nor motivated to stay involved with the Project
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IV. The following forms can be utilized by the L.D. clinician for informal assessment,

and for development and implementation of IEP objectives.

CLASS ATTENDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Fill in your course schedule in the dart below:

PERIODS

2. List the place and room number for each of your courses.

Course Building

Check the most appropriate response.

I always, usually, sometimes, never, attend all class lectures.

*Maik USUALLY only if classes are missed due to specific emergencies, such as medical,

bad weather, etc. If missed for other non-emergency reasons, check SOMETIMES

4. Do you attend non-lecture classes (such as films, presentations, demonstrations,

etc.) if any?

(1) Always (2) Usually* (3) Sometimes (4) Never
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8. IT° any of your course instructors have specific attendance requirements (e.g.,

percent of grades will depend on class participation)?

Yes No

If yes, explain

9. If you miss a class lecture, do you tiy to make a copy of the missed notes?

(1) Always (2) Sometimes (3) Rarely

10. Do you arnve on time for all your classes?

(1) Always (2) Usually* (3) Not very often (4) Never

Any additional information that you would like to

mention

11. If you miss an exam/quiz, do you try to contact the instructor and take a irke-up

option?

(1) Always (2) Sometimes (3) Never



OUEST-ION-

1,2 These two questions help to clarify for the clinician that the client is

prepared to attend classes. The client knows where to go and

when. In checking on client's class attendance, the clinician will

need to know the client's course schedule

For this question, a response other than Always or Usually, calls

for intervention by the clinician.

4,5,6,7 For all these questions, an response other than Always or

CLINICIAN'S GUIDE TO

CLASS ATTENDANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

111/./
VAIA MIA I .111LNI

Usually, requires clinician to intervene. The intervention can vary

from a mere suggestion or a complete behavior modification

strategy.

This question helps to clarify for both the client and the clinician, if

there is any attendance related grading for any course. If that is

indeed the case, the clinician will need to be extra careful about the

client's class attending behavior.

9,10,11 For these questions, any response other thaii Always or Usually

calls for clinician intervention.
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Name:

Semester:

Course:

Meeting Time:

Instructor:

A. Course Requirements

For a grade:

tests

homework

PaPers

oral presentations

labs

outside projects

class attendance

;
class participation

To do well:

homework

required reading

outside reading

labs

class attendance

class participation

comprehensive class notes

other:

other:

B. Tests

1. Number:

2. Type:

multiple choice in-class

fill-in (word or phrase) take-home

true/false open-book

short answer (few sentences) close-book

essay



computation/problems

other:

3. Tests cover material from:

teitt(S)

assigned outside readm. gs

class notes

home work

labs

other

4. Is the fmal comprehensive: Yes

5. Do the tests build on one another Yds

6. Tests require a lot ofi

memorization of facts

understanding of ideas

comparison of ideas

7.Comrnents:

C. Instmaaaating

availability outside of class time

2. willingness to talk to students

3. helpfulness when approached

4. willingness to give extra credit projects

5. lecture style:

a. speed
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b. organization

c. deity of information

d. makes information interesting

6. willingness to accept late assignments

7. willingness to give make-up tests

Assigned Reading

1. amount required per class

2. amount required per tnst

3. deity of information

4. ease of reading

5. interest level

E. Course Requirement Due Date Percent of-Gracie

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



INSTRUCTOR - STUDENT CONTACT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. List the instructor's/teacher assistanct's (T.A) office hours (day & time) for each of

your present courses.

COURSE OFFICE HOURS

2. Do any of the instruetor'sfr.A.'s office hours clash with your other regular course

timings?

YES

If YES, explain

3. List the names of counselors/nlvisors with whorn you can talk in ease you have any

difficulty with a course.

4. List the names and phone numbers of at least one student who is enrolled in each of

your courses, who you can talk to in case you have any questions with respect to

that course.

COURSE =DENT'S NA gE PHONE #



5. Do you make it a point to meet with your course instructor/T.A. during office hours,

to clarify doubts?

a. whenever you need clarification

b. just before the exam or quizz

c. never meet with instructor/T.A.

6. In talking to the instructor/T.A. to clarify doubts regarding the course content, do

you prepare in advance the questions to be asked?

ALWAYS SOMETIMES_ NEVER

7. Do you meet with any instructoriT.A./tutor, etc. on an "individual basis" to go over

any questions that you may have about your examiquizz performance?

ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER

8. In talldng to the instructor/T.A. about exams, check your response to the following

types of inquily, whenever these have not been clarified in class:

a. Ask about what percent of exam questions are from notes and what percent

from the text book.

Ask to check about the "contents" for that particular exam.

Ask if there are any sections/topics which are especially important fcr that

particular exam.

d. Ask about the type of exam questions (e.g., muitiple choice, true-false, etc.)

e. Ask if any pmvious sample test questions are available.

c.



CLINICIAN'S GUIDE TO

INSTRUCTOR - STUDENT CONTRACT QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONS COMMENT5

1,2,3,4 Resixnses to these questions provide information that the clinician can use

in planning skills intervention strategies. It is also an indication of the

client's overall "preparedness" for his/her courses.

5 Response to this question, is indicative of the client's study habit.

DOending on individual circumstances, the clinician uses this information

to advio the client about study skills. It is a "good" study practice to clarify

doubts as and when they arise.

6,7 The response to these questions should be ALWAYS.

8 The response to all the subsections of question 8 should be YES.
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IIMEIIAMELEIVEYMIEETILIENAIRE

I. adsiinsAimiEgiusgLmualsLatisix

On the following lines list your present courses, the grade you THINK YOU CAN

ACHIEVE, and the number of hours you will need to study each week to earn that

grade.

COURSES GRADE I WANT WEEKLY STUDY

1LOILIIS

Total week study hours:

2. Determine how much time you have to study

a. Fill in the following activities (approximately) in the time management chart,

given below:

1) attending classes

2) meals

3) sleeping

4) dressing & grooming

5) traveling

6) household activities

7) relaxing

8) non-academic (socializing, club/church activities, sports, etc.)

9) working (job)

10) studying

11!57



TIME MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT SUN

8-9

9=10

10=11

11-12

12-1

1-2

2-3

3=4

4=5

5-6

6-7

7-8

8-9

9=10

10-11

2b What is the total number of hours per week you have AVAILABLE for studying,

based on the above chart?

3. Do you have a fixed place(s) of study?

YES NO
If YES, explain where

Do you have any "best time of the day" when you like to study (e.g., late at

night/early morning)?
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5. List 4 of your most common distractions, during studying (e.g., phone call from

friend, T.V. shows, etc.)

6. Do you have any plan/strategy which helps you decide what to study for each day

(e.g., completing home assignments, daily review of class notes, etc.)

YES NO

If YES,explain
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CLINICIAN'S GUIDE TO

TIME MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

OUESTIONS COMMENTS

This question is aimed at providing the clinician with an indirect estimate of

the client's perception of his/her capabilities. Depending on the student's

response and his/her past test performances, study counseling may

be required.

This question helps to focus on the possibility of study time management.

Both the client and clinician can calculate if the number of hours needed

(wanted) to study actually matches the number of hours available

for studying. If it doesn't, rescheduling of study time or activity load is

called for.

3,4 These questions provide information useful in setting up a study time chart.

A time management plan which schedules "survey of text chapter" at 8

a.m. for someone who isn't really awake before 9:30 a.m. is doomed to

failure.

5 The clinician can use this inforntation to check if the client thinks of these

as factors beyond his/her control. These distractions can be consciously

controlled by the client and the clinician can suggest precise ways of doing

so. Of course, each client will be an individual case.

If the client has no specific study plan or a random haphazard study plan,

the clinician will need to advise the client on goal setting, priority ordering,

etc.
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1.
_

Have you diecded on your major area of study?

YES NO DON'T KNOW

If yes, state major_

2. Did you consult with your academic advisor about the courses you are currently

registered in?

YES NO

If no, how did you decide on these courses?

3. Have you completed your Baccalaureate Degree Requirements (BDR)?

YES NO

4. Are your current comes related to your MAJOR/BDR requiremenst?

YES NO DON't KNOW

5. How many credits are you currently registered for?

Do you have any previous background (basic knowledge/prior experience) with

these courses?

YES

If ycs, explain

7. Do you talk to instructor/friends, etc. before start of semester to find out course

details (such as, nature of course, type of exam, textbooks, etc.)?

YES NO IbsdtELY

If yes, explain
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8. Do you usually get the required textbook(s)/other course material before the first day

of classes?

YES NO RARELY

9. If thxtbook is not immediately available, do you make alternative efforts to get it

(library, friends who took the course etc.) before classes start?

YES NO RARELY

10. Are you aware of any areas of academic strength or weaknesses that you may have?

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES DON3 KNOW

11. Besides courses, list any non-academic activities (sports, church, club, etc.) that you

may be involved in.

12. Approximately how many hours per week will these other commitments take?

11 Do you think you can handle your present course load given any other commitments

that you may have?

YES NOT SURE

14. List the courses, credit load and hours of all the courses you are presently registered

for.

1 2
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CREDITS HCURSWEEK

CLINICIAN'S GUIDE TO

PREPAREDNESS FOR COURSE ENROLLMENT

OUESTIONS COMMENTS

1 If the response to this question is NO or DON'T KNOW, client

may need academic counseling in how to select a major.

2,3,4,5,6,7 The response to these questions provide information about how the

client selects courses, i.e., whether he/she is organized in his/her

approach or haphazard and blindly follows any advise. Depending

8,9

10

12,13,14

on individual responses, the clinician can use this information to

provide additional nformation to the client about course selection.

(It is preferable to have this completed before the start of classes.)

The response to these questions should be YES.

The client should be able to fill in the responses to this question. If

not, the clinician will have to re-explain the results of the

educational assessment

Using a nile of thumb, which claims 3 hours of study are required

for every 1 hour of course lecture, the clinician can use the

information from these questions to see, if the client has set

attainable goals for himself/herself.
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AWARENESS OF COURSE REOUTREMENTS OUESTIONNMRE

1. What is your current student status?

Do you have a copy or have looked at the requirements for your curiculum or

program of study, Le., BDR Bulletin?

YES NO

For which of the courses you are now taking did the instructor give you printed

information about its requirements?

For which of the courses you are now taking did the instructor not inform you of the

course requirements?

5. Do any of your course instructors have a policy of giving lower grades for

assignments that are turned in late?

YES NO DONT KNOW

Do any of your course instructors have a policy of not accepting LATE assignments?

YES NO DONT KNOW

7. Do any of our course instructors have a policy of giving more difficult make-up tests

than those given on regular scheduled days?

YES NO DONT KNOW

If YES, explain
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Do any ef your course instructors have a policy of giving a failing grade to students

who are absent on test days?

YES NO DONT KNOW

If YES, explain

9. Briefly summarize how your fmal grade will be determined for each of your present

couses.

MIME

2.

3.

HOW FINAL GRADE IS DETERMINED

10. For each of your courses, list any extra credit or any other exam make-up options

that the instructor may have told you about.

COURSE OlYTIONS

1.
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2.

11. For each of your courses, list the various LE 11 hR and corresponding NUMBER

"grades" tthat any student can receive, (e.g., 'A' grade - 96 to 100).

COURSE COURSE 2 COURSE-3 catIRSE-4

12 Do any of our course instructors have a policy of "scaling" the grades depending on

overall lass performance?

YES NO DONT KNOW

If YES, mention the course(s)
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CLINICIAN'S GUIDE FOR

AWARENESS OF COURSE REQUIREMENTS QUESTIONNAIRE

GUESTIONS

1.

3,4

5,6,7,8

2.

9.

C-MMENTS

This question helps to clarify the facilities available and grade point

average requirements that the client must maintain to continue in

hisfher program of study.

Every client needs to be aware of the requirements specified in the

BDR Bulletin.

In case the instructor did not provide a typed "objective of course

and its requirements" sheet, the client must clarify these issues with

the instructor. .

The response of all these questions must either be YES or NO. A

DON'T KNOW response, calls for the clinician to explain to the

client the importance of knowing these requirement details.

This question helps determine whether che client is well aware of

every detail of exam grading.
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ASSESSMENT RECORDS

DATE TEST/DESCRIPTION & PURPOSE ADMINISTERED BY
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WEEKLY OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE DATE COMPLETED



TASK ANALYSIS SHEET

OBJECTIVE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10;

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16;

17;

18.

19,

20.

21;

22;
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TERM OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE COMPLETE

1.

2;

3.

4.

5;

6.
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COMPONENT C: MATERIALS FOR L.D. STUDENTS

The following materials include lists of organizations that can be contacted by the

student, a guide to directories of colleges which serve LD students, questions to ask when

selecting a college, a listing of steps for choosing a major and guidelines for matriculated LD

students.

I. The following list includes the names and addresses of national

organizations which assist University 113 students.

IhijIssociation on Harldie2D0A

Education (ATTSSPPE)

aim= To assist individuals with diobilities to participate fully in the mainstream of

campus life. The national office shares information about postsecondary opportunities for

disabled students. The organization spons-ors a national Spccial Interest Group on learning

disabilities which publishes its own newsletter on campus services and programs.

LOCation: P.O. Box 21192, Columbus, Ohio 43221, (614) 488=4972

National Network of Learning Disabled Adults (NNLDA)

&Lova The Network provides mutual support understanding and communication among

learning disabled adults, self-help groups, national organizations, and the general public.

The Network also encourages institutions and employers to provide accommodations for the

learning disabled adult.

Location: 808 West 82nd Street, F-2, Scottsdale, AZ 85257. For information

on self-help groups, contact Dale Brown ALDA, RO. Box 9722 Friendship

Station, Washington, DC 20016.
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fnr ilantnraprarl Tnrfettitinale,

Eurju au This Center gathers and disseminates information about postsecondary

educational support services, policies, procedures, adaptations, and opportunities on

American campuses.

Location: One Dupont Circle, Suite 670, Washington, DC 201336,

Toll-free number 1-800-54-HEATH, Washington, DC, 20202.

1-11VT DlarIff YWAT- M)f,aujuu;uil:z;10,21,Ixiwi;1,11DMIMT7tc'M

Association for Children-with Learninglisabilities (ACLD): For parents,

teachers, other professions.

Purpose: To provide needed information and suppot - to follow the latest educational and

medical research - to support legislation for special classes and trained teachers in the field.

Lor2tion: Find the organization nearest to where you live by writing:

ACLD, 4156 Library Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15234, (412) 341=1515.

Closer Look: A National Information Center for parents and professionals, operated by

the Parents Campaign for Handicapped Childeen and Youth.

Purpose: To provide practical advice on how to find educational programs and other kinds

of special services for handicapped children and youth.

Location: Closer Look, Box 1492, Washington, DC 20013, 8005223458.

1
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IhsrjanarslajtagglimalM For administrators, teachers,

therapists, clinicians, students, interested persons.

Purpose: To provide an information center for general and specific information on learning

disabilities, to publish useful material.

Lircation: CEC, 1920 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091.

loitatsaacisista For teachers, other professions, and open to parents.

Purpose: To study preventive measures and treatment for child-en with specific language

disability, to sponsor research and share their findings.

Location: The Orton Society, Inc., 8415 Be Ilona Lane, Towson, MD 21204.

limatuLtiffoismi=
Purpose: This is a national self-help group for learning disabled adults, with the potential

for ssistance to professionals working with persons who have learnmg

Location: 715 lAke Street, Suite 100, Oak Park, IL 60301.

IL The following includes a list of guides to postsecondary progams for

learning disabled students. (The list is adapted from Scheiber and Talpers Campus Access

for Learning Disabled Students 1985.

A Guide to colleges for Learning Disabled. Edited by Mary Ann Liscio,

Academic Press, Inc., 6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, FL 32821. (490 pages >24.95)

1984.
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College Programs for Learning Disabled Students. National Association

of College Admissions Counselors, 9933 Lawler Avenue, Suite 500, Skokie, IL 60077.

(30 pages, $5.00). Update September 1985.

FCLD Guide for Parents of Children with Learning Disabilities.

Federation of Children with Learning Disabilities, 99 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016.

(409 pages, $5.00) 1985.

Lovejoys College Guide for the Learning Disabled, by Charles Staughn

II and Marvelle Colby. Simon and Schuster Publishers. (Available at local bookstores and

libraries or write to Simon and Schuster; 1230 Avenue of Americans, New York, NY

10010) (144 pages, $10.95 postage and handling included) 1985).

Peterson's Guide to Colleges with Programs for Learning Disabled

Students, Strichar. (Available from Peterson's Guides, P.O. Box 2123, Princeton, NJ

68540.) (400 pages, $13.95) Publication date October 1985

The Directory for Exceptional Children (eleventh edition). Porter Sargent

Publishers, Inc., 11 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108. (1428 pages, $40.00 plus $4.00

postage) 1985-1986.
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III Aft= idendfying appropriate University programs, a visit to the school is

recommended. The following list of questions will facilitiate the identification and selection

of an appropriate program.

QUESTIONS TO ASK ABOUT A UNIVERSITY PROGRAM

The following questions should be asked of admissions or a director of

services fbr handicapped students or an LD program director.

I. What are the requirements for admission?

2. Flow many L.D. students are on campus? What year are they in? Are they

full-time, part-time, residents, commuters, traditional age, or older, men or women.

Can you introduce me to one of these students?

3. What are the goals and objectives of the program?

4. What services are provided? Is there a charge for them? How does one obtain such

services?

5. What specialized training in leaniing disabilities do the service providers have?

Is tutoring andfor counseling provided on a one-to-one basis or in a group? If in a

group, how large is it? How frequently and intensively is it available?

7. What supervision is provided for non-certified instructors or tutors?

8. How is the duration of services determined? Is it usually one semester? One year?

Two or longer?

Who will be rry academic advisor and what training does this individual have in

learning disabilities?

10. Do L.D. students take regular college courses? For credit?
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11. Are any courses unavailable to ID students?

12. What modifications have faculty or administrators been willing to make for LD

stucknts on the campus?

1 . Are there courses rcquired of LD students? If so, do they carry college credit and

does the credit count toward graduation?

14. How many Ll3 students have graduated from this college? In what fields? What

have they done since graduation?

This list is adapted from Dr. Susan A. Vogel, (In Press).



. The following narrative outlines the steps for choosing a major in a typical

University setting.

CHOOSING A MAJOR

Following is a list of questions which the student can answer on his own and in conjunction

with a counselor.

Objective I: The student will choose three majors of interest.

Step 1. What majors am I interested in?

I am interested in

CIULSIF,1

b. I don't know what I'm interested in Go to Step 2.

Step 2. Go through the University Bulletin. What majors look interesting?

I am interested in

Go to Step 4.

b. I don't lalow what I am intereswd in Go to Step 3.

Step 3. Go through a career handbook, like the Enzalszzal4aj2fSztersami

ymijatialSigilan= Vol. II (Hopke, W.E., Editor), Chicago, IL: J.G.

Ferguson Publishing Co., 1975.

Choose &fee fareers of interest

a. What careers look interesting?

b. For these careers, I would need to major in
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OBJECTWEi: THE ST-UDEIVFWILUEVALUATE-HIS-CHOICES

Step 1. Answer the following questions.

a. Why did you choose the first area?

b. Have you had any experience in this area?

c. Do you know anyone who is working in this area?

If yes, who?

Do you know anyone who is in this major at Penn State?

If yes, who?

e. What do you think you would study if you were in this major?

Steps 2 and 3. Answer these five queltions for the other two majors.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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OBJECTIVE 3: THE STUDENT WILL STUDY THE PREREQUISITES FOR

THESE MAJORS,

Step 1. The student will obtain the results of his freshman entrant exams

and copies of his current transcripts. The student will bring these to

the counselor.

Step 2. The student will list the requirements for each major down the side

of a sheet of paper.

Step 3. The student and the counselor will determine the student's ability to

Step 4.

Step 5.

meet the requirements of each major based upon the student's

performance on the entrance exams and according to the current

transcript.

The student and the counselor will put a question mark (?) beside

the requisements which may be difficult for the student to meet and

a star (*) beside the requirements the student can meet with few

problems.

The student will carefully evaluate the requirements for each major

and answer these questions.

Can I meet the requirements for the first major?

b. Am I still interested in the first major?_

c. Can I meet the requirements for the second major?

d. Am I still interested in the second major?
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e. Can I meet the requirements for the third major?

Am I still interested in the third major?

OBJECTWE 4: THE STUDENT WILL INNESTIGATE THE EHOSEN

MAJORS,

Step 1. The student will ask the consultant in each of the chosen

colleges what type of studying is involved in the major.

Is there a lot of math involved?

Willi have to understand many theories?

How much reading will I have to do?

a.

c.

d. Are the tests usually essay or multiple choice?

e. What type of career could I get if I graduate in this

major?

What other things should I know about this majro?

Step 2. The student will look at introductory textbooks in eac f'. major.

a. Can I read the text without too many problems?

b. Does it look interesting?

c. After reading a few pages, can I understand what I have

read?
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Step 3.

d. Do I have enough math and science knowledge to understand the

text?

After answering the above questions for each major, the student

asks himself these questions.

Which major looks the most interesting?

In which major would I get the best grades?

OBJECTIVE 5: THE-STUDEIVILL-TAKE-A-CLASS IN THE AREMS-)

HuLamsurazaEff.Tzurt
Step I. If possible, the student will register for an introductory course in the

major which now looks the most promising.

Step 2. The student will evaluate the course.

a. Did I like studying this topic?

b. Did I do well? Why or why not?

Would I like to take another course in this major? Why or why

not?
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V. The following student mateiials include suggestions on self-managemen4

class attendance, note-taking and preparing for exams. The student is also

referred to 011jective Four, Component C for a discussion of unique areas

of intervention especially the section on SYSTEMATIC STUDY SIULLS

SELF-MANAGEMENT

1. Think of college as a full-time job! Just because you may have classes just 3-4

hours each week does NOT mean you will have excessive free time.

2. Coursework MUST be your highest priority! If you catch yourself avoiding your

work, remember, you are practicing avoiding. If you really must have a break, set a

goal, and once you have achieved it, then take a break. Remember that breaks are

reinforcing, if you take a break to avoid woil you are reinforcing your avoiding

behavior! Your bad habit is actually being strengthened!

3. Check yourself throughout the day---are you on schedule? If sometiting comes up

that you must do, remember to identify a time in your schedule that you will be able

to make up the work.

CLASS ATTENDANCE

ACTIVITY: Class attendance is highly correlated with good grades. List* the dates of all

classes the student has this term. Student should use this list to keep a record of classes

attended



EVALUATION: Monitor class attendance by checking the list and the student's notes.

* A sample form follows.

CLASS ATTENDANCE

Class Attended Day & Date Preparation (reading, assign., etc.)
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TAKING NOTES FROM A BOOK

Write out the natural outline of the chapter, using the headings from

the chapter.

As you read the chapter, expand the natural outline. Instead of

writing sentences from the chapter, write one or two words to

represent an idea.

Highlight or code material from the book outline that was covered

in class. This information will very likely be on the exam.

Plan specific times and dates for outlining each chapter. Try to

outline chapters before they axe covered in class.

Compare chapter outlines to class notes.

CLASS LECTURE NOTE

ACTIVITY: Tape record one to five class lectures. Take notes as usual ir the class, but

skip lines in the notebook. After class, listen to the tape and, using a different colored pen,

fill in information that you missed the first time (i.e., add detail). Cross out the information

you wrote in the notes that is irrelevant. Repeat this activity several times. Compare your

notes across days: Are the notes more clearly outlined? Do the notes contain only relevant

information?

EVALUATION: Compare notes from 4 days. Check the following:

lecture recorded

notes modified

modified notes recopied



ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITIES: Borrow notes from a classmate and compare them to

your own. Modify your notes as described above.

OTHER SUGGESTIONS:

- don't worry about what notes look like while you are in class - they can be

recopied later.

- LISTEN, then wfite: keep asking yourself, "What is the main icka?"

- use boxes in the margin if you don't understand any part of the lecture. After

class, ask the instructor to clarify any questions you have about that material.

Check the box Uwhen you understand.

- use a coding system to help you study for exams - if instructor reviews any

rnaerial, put a star (*) next to ii Circle any terms you need to memorize

(barometric pressure).

EXAMS

The following activities may be helpful in preparing for exams.

check dates on the calendar when exams are scheduled

check percentage of grade each exam is worth

for each exam, prepare a study schedule which allows plenty of time for you to

cover the material

monitor progress on the study schedule

practice test-taking skillsthe following suggestions might be helpful:

make up questions from each chapter... a sample test. Practice taking the

exam

check the exam file (Reserve Reading Room Pattee Library) or ask the
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instnictor or former stucknts for old exams...then practice taking them.

prepare a list of questions and meet with the instructor several days before the

exam to review them.

participate in a study group made up of one or two other classmates.

prepare a list of terms or formulas that must be memorized - then memorize them.

POST-EXAM ACTIVITIES

check grade and write it on calendar or graph

calculate what you need to achieve on the remaining exams, projects for target grade

identi, errors on examare there any patterns to the errors? Meet with the instructor

if you don't understand why you missed on the exam.

DAILY WORK LOG

TIME SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES ACTUAL TIME COMPLETE
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DAILY SCHEDULE FOR TINE MANAGEMENT
Student:

Term:

TIME Monday- -Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

13th- Period

0:-00 915
1st Period

: :

14th Period
945-11:00

2nd_Perldd
9:05-9:55

15th.Period-
11:15-12:30

3rd:Period-
10:10-11:00

16th-Period
1:00-215

4th-Period
,

11:15-1205

17th Period

2161-346
5th Period
12:20-1:10

6th Period
1:25-2:15 ___]

18th -Period

4:4-5-5A0

19tk Period
-6:10-7:45

UK Period
2:30-3:20

20th Period
8:15-9:30

8th-Period
3:35-4:25

9th-Period
4:40-5:30

10th-Period
4:30 7:20

Ilth Pertod
7.35-8:25

12th-Portsid

8:40-9:30

9:30-10:30

11-14idn ght

148

80 wcekdAy hrs .

t30 weekeod_hrs.
110 total hours

TIME Saturday Sunday

9-10 A.M.

10-11 A.M.

11-Noon

Noon-I P.M.

1-2 P.M.

2-3 P.M.

3-4 P.M.

4-5 P.M.

A-6 P-M-

6-7 P.M.

7-8 P-14.

8-9 P.M.

11-Midnight



CHAPTER FOUR

IDENTIFYING AND CONDUCTING RESEARCH IN

SELECTED AREAS

Rationale

A review of the literature reveals that studies addressing identification, curricuhrrn

selection and modification, resources, advising, and characteristics of University LD

students within specific domains, are either sparse or non-existant. Two important

statements, however, pertinent to establishing a research base for a University LD program

include the following:

A. LOCAL NORMS ARE A MUST. The diagnosis of a learning

disability has historically involved a discrepancy between potential and

achievement. A significant discrepancy between achievement within

specific domains and a student's potential is impossible to evaluate in the

absence of comparable statistics for a population of students already

enrolled in a University curriculum.

B. SINGLE SUBJECT RESEARCH IS A MUST. Due to the

heterogenous nature of the L.D. population, single subject research utilizing

unique interventions within identified specific domains is warranted.

Based on the above statements, this section of the manual contains (A) a discussion

on how one University conducted the development of local norms for the purpose of

identification, assessment and intervention within specific domains (foreign language and

written expression), and (B) a discussion of single subject research and unique areas of

intervention (time management, study skills, mnemonics and spelling).
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COMPONENT A. Development of Local Norms (IDENTIFICATION)

Arnig (1985) states that "significant discrepancies between achievement and

intelligence play an important role in the conceptualization and diagnosis of learning

disabilities. Although several models of discrepancy have been usei4 the best ones require,

as an intermediate step, the computation of correlation between intelligence and achievement

and the standard deviations of both achievement and intelligence. These values are usually

not reported for college age students, a population that is receiving increasing interest from

both educators and psychologist." In her study, Amig tested 100 entering freshmen at The

Pennsylvania State University with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Revised and the

Wo6dcock-Johnson Psychoeducational Battery (these tests are administered as part of the

standard battery of tests by the Comprehensive Model Program for Learning Disabled

University Students for diagnosing a learning disability at Penn State). The results of this

study showal that although all correlations between the three WAIS,R scales and the four

Woodcock-Johnson scales were positive and predictive, validity of the Performance IQ on

the WAIS-R was minimal. For the Verbal IQ, 11 of the 12 correlations were significant.

Based on this data significant discrepancy values can be computed.

COMPONENT B. The development of local norms (foreign language).

A number of students have been referred to the Penn State Program because they

were having difficulty learning a foreign language. Questions which immediately come to

mind include: whether such a foreign language disability exists, how is it diagnosed, and

what interventions might be helpful in coping with it?

The existence of a foreign language disability. Studies addressing the
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existence of a specific foreign language disability have not been conducted. However, a

review of the literature concerning the study of a foreign language indicates that many

students identified as possessing a high degree of academic aptitude (as measured by

intelligence and/or various achievement measures) fail to learn a foreign language (Ayers,

Bastamente, & Campana, 1973; Carroll, 1962a). Attrition rates in foreign language training

schools conducted by the military have at times reached the 80th percentile (williams &

Leavitt, 1947). Some teachers and psychologists hold a strong btlief that learning a foreign

language may invovle unique talents and *ills not required by other academic subjects

(Carroll, 1962). Two-thirds of the foreign language teachers sampled in an international

survey felt there was "such a thing as linguistic aptitude apart from general intelligence"

(Fife, 1931, p. 135).

Admittedly, the existence cf a foreign language disability is equivocal. However,

students with go-od attitudes toward learning a foreign language, but who have reportedly

failed foreign language courses, in spite of intensive tutoring, are being referred for

diagnosis; Pethaps students with good attitudes towáid learning a foreign language but who

exhibit a discrepancy between general aptitude (as measured by intelligence and achievement

measures) and foreign language achievement are LD.

In order to develop University norms for predicting success in learning a foreign

language at The Pennsylvania State University and to identify predictors of success in

learning a foreign language, the following procedures were conducted.

The Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT) The Modem Language

Aptitude Test was selected as a potential measure of foreign language aptitide. Its subtests

purport to assess a variety of abilities (memory, auditory discrimination, and grammatical

sensitivity) thought to be related to foreign language learning ability. These abilities have
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been cited in the LD literature as potential areas of deficit in LD populations. For example,

LD children often demonstrate particular deficiencies in the processing of syntax (Meier,

1971; Rosenthal, 1970; Semel & Wiig, 1975; Wiig & Roach, 1975; Wiig & Semel, 1976).

LD students also exhibit deficitS in auditory discrimination and memory (Boder, 1973;

Iknckla, 1977; Hallahan & Kauffman, 1982; Ingram, Mason, & Blackburn, 1970;

Myklebus4 1965). hi addition to measuring specific abilities, a general consensus exists that

the MLAT is the best available predictor of achievement in foreign language learning (Allen

& Natelson, 1977; Gardnes & Lamber, 1972; Lutz, 1967).

The MLAT consists of the following five subtests administered through an audio

recording (see Carroll & Saponn, 1959):

Part 1: Number Learning. This subtest is reported to measure memory and

"auditory alertness" which is thought to be important in auditory comprehension.

Part 2: Phonetic Script. This assesses "sound-symbol association ability" and

appears to be related to the ability to understand and mimic speech sounds.

Part 3: Spelling Clues. This highly speeded test is dependent on sound-symbol

association ability and imowledge of English vocabulary.

Part 4: Words in Sentences. This is thought to measure "sensitivity to grammatical

structure" and is thought not to depend on formal instruction in grammar, since no

grammatical terminology is invovled.

Part 5: Paired Associates. This is a test of rote memoiy.

Erjactut. In order to determine if the MLAT was related to foreign language

learning of students at The Pennsylvania State University, the test was administered to

students enrolled in intrOductory French, German, and Spanish classes. The sample

consisted of 42 students from 4 French classes; 57 students from 3 Spanish classes; and 83
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students ffom 5 German classes. MLAT scores were then compared with foreign language

course performance represented by each student's final grade in his/her foreign language

course.

Rem ItA. The fourth subtest of the MLAT and an attitudinal measure (Raymond,

1983) resulted in a reasonably accurate prediction of foreign language achievement. The fifth

subtest of the MLAT entered into the regressionn analysis in the third step.

Discussion. MLAT-4 reportedly asosses "sensitivity to grammatical structure"

(Carroll & Sapon, 1959; p. 4). Low scores on the MLAT-5 are symptomatic r f a memory

deficiency, likely attributable to the use of inappropriate mnemonic strategies by the learner.

There is a growing body of literature demonstrating the effectiveness of certain mnemonic

strategies for improving one's foreign language vocabulary learning ability (Paivio &

Dtsrochers, 1981). These techniques, in particular the "keyword" method, are of greatest

benefit to students who do not initially perform well on memory tasks (Pressley, Najamura,

Hope, Bispo, & Toye, 1980). While these diagnostic tests (i.e., the MLAT-4, MLAT-5) are

by no means deterministic of foreign language proficiency, there does exist a moderate

relationship. Recent research suggests that the information these tests provide is potentially

valuable; future researcn 4411 dictate how valuable the information is.

iFor now, it s suggested that students who exhibit good attitudes toward learning a

foreign language but who score low on the MLAT subtests and have shown low achievement

in learning foreign languages may be LI).
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COMPONENT C. The development of local norms (WRITTEN

LANGUAGE).

Refefrals to the LD program at Penn State have included students who exhibit

pmblems with written expression. Fedefal regulations include written expression as an area

in which LD students exhibit a potential/achievement discrepancy. Difficulty with written

expression at the University level gives rise to questions similar to those presented by

students who exhibit difficulty learning a foreign language: How does one diagnose a

disability with written expression (and especially spelling)? What can be done after

diagnosis?

The existence of a written language disabilitx. As is true for the foreign

language domain, studies addressing a written language disability at the University level have

not been conducted. LD adults, however, exhibit problems with written expression

(Blalock, 1981; Cordoni, 1980; Murray, 1968; Vogel, 1982). Vogel and Moran (1982) in a

pilot study of LD adult essays, found that LD groups were lower on word selection, total

T-unit points, and the percent of complex T-units. LD students scored sigthficantly lower on

mechanks, spelling, points on total sentences, and on the percentage of compound complex

sentences.

Studies of characteristics associated with written expression include fluency,

vocabulary, and syntactic maturity as developmental indicators.

Bawl. Fluency has been shown to be positively correlated with age (Bear,

1934; Cartwright, 1968a; Frogner, 1933; Hoppes, 1933; La Brant, 1933). Clause length and

the use of complex sentences also increases with age. Variety in sentence length and types

are additional fluency factors (Goda & Griffith, 1962; Harris, 1948; Heider & Heider, 1948;
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Hunt, 1965). A number of studies have concentrated on T-unit length rather than sentence

length because of the difficulty in defining a sentence. Hunt (1965, 1970) and others have

used T-units length as a fluency measure and found it to be a reliable indicator of maturity in

written language.

Vocabulary. Like fluency, vocabulary richness and diversity expand as a person

matures (Temp lin, 1957).

Slatmatjzia. Syntactic maturity ". . . including the rules of language

grammar and mechanics" (Cartwright, 1969, p. 634) ensures communication between writer

and reader. Research indicates that syntactic maturity tends to increase as individuals get

older (Hunt, 1965). Typically, mature writing is characterized by a greater number of variety

of transformations (Hunt, 1970). With progressive development , individuals use longer

T-units, lengthened by sentence-combining transformations and loaded with adjectives,

adverbs, prepositional phrases, and appositives (Kidder, 1974, p. 61). Since growth in

fluency, vocabulary, and syntactic maturity have been shown to be part of the overall

development of written expression, these characteristics were chosen for analysis by the

Penn State program.

In order to develop University norms for evaluating written expression at Penn State

University and to study predictive variables, the following procedures were conducted.

Procedure. The normative sample included students enrolled in basic English

writing courses. Each student wrote a composition using the following protocol.

2msthaYou will have 30 minutes to plan and write an essay on the topic printed

below. YOU CANNOT BE GIVEN CREDIT FOR AN ESSAY ON ANY OTHER TOPIC.

You must fit your essay on the paper provided in the following pages. You will

receive no other paper to write on. You will find that you have encough space if you write
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on every line, avoid wide margins, and keep your handwriting to a reasonable size.

Assume that your home-town newspaper has invited you to submit your essay as a

possible editorial. Spend a few minutes planning your essay, perhaps jotting down a few

notes in the space below the question. Consider the following quotation:

"In going forward, there are always certain risks." For example, progress often

demands moving from the secure to the uncertain.

Decide how true you think this statement is. Then, using examples from your

observation or experience, try to persuade your readers to accept your point of view.

When the supervisor announces that 30 minutes have passed, you must stop writing

your essay, so plan carefully and obste the time.

Ratings. Each composition was graded independently utilizing a scoring scale of

1-5; five indicating a superior essay. A reliability analysis of cross rater scores revealed r =

.84454. This level of inter-rater agressment is not as high as some reported in the literature

(cooper, 1978). Given a one to five scale, however, the coefficient is an accepted one.

Camosiligngjaku Each composition was entered into a computer file in its

ofiginal format Wehanical corrections were not made. Thematic units were, however,

designated by the Inscriber using guidelines derived by Hunt (1965). The Computerized

Language Analysis System (CLAS) Program (Borden & Watts, 1981) was used to analyze

each of 423 compositions on a number of language variables used to assess fluency,

vocabulary, and syntactic maturity. Fluency measures calculated by te number of words

used in the composition included: a) the total number of words in the composition, b) total

number of pa' agraphs, e) total number of sentences, d) total number of T-Units.

Vocabulary was analyzed by diversity as measured by: a) the number of different words

used in the composition. In addition, diversity was calculated by: a) the average length of
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the words used, b) two type token ratios including Herdan's K, and Carroll's. Carroll's

type token ratio is deurmined by dividing the number of different words by the square root

of two times the total number of words, and is reputed to be less influenced by composition

length than similar measures (Carroll, 1964). Herdan's K functions independently of

composition length and indicates richness or density of vocatulary as well as diversity.

Syntactic maturity was analyzed by:

a) number of words per T-Unit, b) number of words per paragraph, c) number of words

per sentence, d) number of sentences per paragraph, e) number of statements, questions

and exclamations used. A stepwise regression analysis was then conducted to determine

which language variables would best predict the holistic ratings.

Rawls. Table One and Two respectively show the stepwise regression analysis of

the written language variables on each of the two holistic ratings.
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TABLE ONE

STEPWISE REGRESSION USING WRITFEN LANGUAGE

DIAGNOSTIC VARIABLES

N=423

STEP VARIABLE ENTERED

One

Two

NTYPES - Number of

different words in

composition

MWORDT Number of

words in a paragraph

MWORD-T Mean length

if T-Unit

R2

SCORE ONE

.305 .551 0001

.327 .571 .0002

.342 .585 .002

NWORDS=S Number of 06

words in a sentence
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TABLE TWO

STEPWISE REGRESSION USING WRITTEN LANGUAGE

DIAGNOSTIC VARIABLES

STEP VARIABLE ENTERED

One N-TYPES Number of

different words in

composition

Two MWORD-P Number of

words in paragraph

NEXCLAM-Number of

exclamations
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SCORE TWO

.352 9 .0001

380 .62 .0001

.386 .62 .05



In both cases the vocabulary measure N-Types (nu2nber of different words in the

composition) was the single best predictor of holistic composition ratings accounting for .30

and .35 per cent of the respective valiance. The number of words per paragraph entered the

regression equation at the second step of the analysis, respective valiance.

Descriptive statistics on the two variables (N-Types, N of words per paragraph)

reveal the following: a) N-Types M 147, SD 36, Range 44-243, b) N of words per

paragraph M 99, SD 64, Range 29459.

Discussion. Written expression is an area in which L.D. students exhibit a

potenfialiachievement discrepancy. At The Pennsylvania State University, a number of

students have been referred to the University program for LD students because of difficulties

with written expression. The question, however, of how to diagnose a disability with

written expression at the University level is not clear. In order to study predictive valiables

for success in written expression, components of compositions covering fluency, vocabulary

and syntatic mat rity were analyzed. The subjects included 423 students entering freshman

English classer 3ased on referrals to the LD program over a five year period, it was

hypothesized tha D t.tudent: were probably included in the sample. The results of the

analysis shcwed th ne 111mbe of different words used in a composition was the single

best predictor of inr--tx it ratings of individual composition, followed, by the

number of words ii a .m1;'çh t:mnparative analyses of compositions (using the above

cited proced.'ret: for wrIt g a compoiiti.)n) written by students referred to the LD program,

for problems with written e-prcssion, icveal writing characteristics, on the identified

variables, sin..ilar to students at the low end of the University freshman sample.

Individualized education plans for these students include techniques for improving diversity

of written expression and fluency.
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COMPONENT D: Single-Subject Design

When conducting research in the field of learning disabilities, the single-subject

design appears to be the most widely used methoel. Although this design has been criticized

for its lack of exterhal validity (i.e., the results can not be generalized to the population) it is

important to remember, once again, that the LD populafion is extremely heterogeneous and

generalizability would be difficult in any case. The initial concern when developing a

program for the LD college population is to improve the functioning of the specific

individual. Therefore, each subject must be dealt with on an individual basis, with treatment

and intervention geared specifically to that student.

In a single-subject design, the key to generalizability is replication. The important

principles of basic research design are as follows:

1) repeated and reliable measurement (For internal validity)

2) baseline stability, that is, describe the target behavior and obtain the baseline

data before any environmental manipulations are carred out;

3) only one variable should be manipulated throughout the experiment

The two major categories of single-subject design which are used are 1) the A43-A

design, which consists of alternate phases of baseline (A) and treatment (B), the best design

being A B A-B (demonstrates effects of treatment twice, strengthens conclusions of study);

and 2) the multiple-baselir, design (where baseline data is connected on several behaviors).

The SLigle Subject design is undoubtedly a valuable complement to a group design.

Gay, R.L. 0981).
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COMPONENT E: Unique Area.s of Intervention

A. Self-Management

When it is decided that a student has a deficit self-management skills, an intervention

program is initiated to prompt and promote those skills that are lacking. The intervention

components are selected for each individual student based on hisiher self-management

capabilities and learning needs. Depending on the needs of the student, one or more of the

following components are developed into an 1:n-ogrent a) determining the

luitabilitug_asollikkad andior individual cow:, , -.ins the student's losmItdga

of course requirements; c) setting up a jj thcdule; d) programming

effective suuJv skills..

In determining the suitability of a student's courseload, basic information such as

that found on the "Preparedness for Course Enrollment" form is gathered. (See Guidelines

and Materials Chapter). This helps to ascertain whether the selection of courses has been

undertaken in a planned and reasoned manner. The responses to these questions provide

information regarding the rigor of the courseload, the necessity to take the courses, and an

awareness of other commitments;

At this point, the clinician should make sure that the student has a complete

knowledge and understanding of the course requirements. To do this, the clinician may go

over the syllabus for each course with the student and review each requirement. The form

entitled "Awareness of Course Requirements Questionnaire" may be used here to focus in on

the policies and requirements of the courses; It will force the student to identify these factors

if hefshe hasn't at this point. Then the clinician may decide to focus in on one or more

courses to carefully delineate the requirements for success. This may include discussing
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what is needed to get a goOd grade, what the tests are comprised of, a rating of the instructor

and an indication of reading and writing requirements. This is to determine if the course is

suitable for the student at that time. The "Course Evaluation Inventory" may be used at this

An integral part of all self-management is the element of time management. Time

management strategies should be interwoven among the other components in order to make

the self-management program successful. To facilitate setting up a time management

schedule, the "Time Management Questionnaire" should be completed. This will help

estimate the student's perception of histher capabilities, and whether the hours needed or

wanted for study actually match the number of hours available for study. In addition, the

student is questioned about the qualitative elements of study time; these factors should be

discussed and the clinician may need to advise the student on goal setting, priority ordering,

etc. Finally, it may not be sufficient that the student independently plans and carries out

his/her own time management schedule. The clinician may need to prompt either more

figorous or more realistic planning, and will probably need to monitor the extent to which the

student follows the proposed schedule.

It is recommei. Jed that a time management schedule be set up weekly and a

monitoring system be established to insure compliance with the schedule. For example, the

student and clinician may agree on a schedule in the heginning of the week. Then the student

crosses out each scheduled block of time if the proposed activity took place during that time.

The clinician should keep a record of this performance, and when a 90% or greater

correspondence between the planned and the actual activity is achieved (and remains over a

period of time), the clinician may no longer need to monitor how closely the student follows

the schedule. The scheduled activity for each block of time may range from a very general
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(e.g., "study") to a very specific (e.g., "read and highlight pages 101-103 in Biology text").

In this way, a time management schedule can be used to plan and check that all the class

requirements are being carried out on time (e.g., attends class, does homework problems,

studies for test, takes test, etc.). Time management can become the foundation of an

effective intervention program.

Finally, a component of self-management intervention programs that is fundamental

in a university setting is the promotion of effective study skills. If a student has deficit

self:management skills, it usually is the case that he/she has poor study skills. Specific study

skill strategies that may become part of your intervention program include systematic

notetaking techniques, organized learning habits and efficient study strategies. An ideal

systematic study skills package should incorporate researched learning principles; it should

synthesize and organize all available course material into one unit for study. A highly

recommended strategy involves both organized learning habits and an efficient study

strategy. In addition, it may be helpful for the student to complete the "Instructor-Student

Contract Questionnaire." This will aid the clinician in planning for good sources (e.g.,

professor, TA, peers) of study skills intcrventions. It may also indicate some areas of

concern (weak study skills & exam preparation habits) that the clinician may want to clarify

before the semester gets too much under way.
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B. Study Skills

Systematic Study Skills

Anna Gajar, 1984

DES GRIM) N

Overview

The approach to study skills presented by the program invovles the use of sequential

strategies for the purpose of:

A. Selecting relevant information from class notes and ass'gned readings.

B. ')rganizing selected information.

C; Achieving mastery of the information and/or course content.

The mode is analogous to the input-output model used in c,,,nputer technology;

where each final product ("output" -such as question/answer) is the direct consequence of a

series of highly structured/controlled study activities ("input").

The package includes a description of a self=monitoring study scheme, based on

principles of direct instruction. In addition, an alternative description for use with tutors or

ptei- monitors; is .,resnted. In short ; the materials can be used successfully on an individual

basis or, dcperient cn 17-..iividual needs and availability of external resources, with teacher,

par, or mor assis.tar., e, The xogram is tailored for use in upper level high school courses

and all college md ,,,..rsity courses.

ErAtigailkslj51.L.TiP9ati

The pri,a,ry assumptions of this program is that the mastery of a series of systematic

study skilh will result in passing grades in any course. In other words, the program is
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geared toward aiding the student in improving his/her test taking ability. The following

secondary assumptions used in the development of pertinem 3tüdy skills, should result in

improved academc performance.

A. Study Skill tasks are stated in terms that are operational, clear, and precise.

B. Each study skill task has a predetermined objective and a measurable

scoring system

C. Study skill tasks are presented in an ordered sequence which is in line with

the logical sequence of learning.

Study skill tasks are aimed at attainable goals.

Uninue Features

Features of this program which set it apart from other study sJ11 packages include

the following:

A.

B.

unique structure organizes and synthesizes all available course resources

into a compact unit for study. This package is highly specific and targets

that needS to be learned for each particular course, and at the same time it

has the adaptability and versatility needed to facilitate the learning of very

diverse course material. The package in esonce sidesteps study skill

training senarios where initially study skills are taught and then an attempt is

inade to generalize the skills to a specific curriculum For this reason, it is

mcommended that this package be used simultaneously with all courses

that a student needs a structured learning routine.

1 Ns SA AAR tieM
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waL-7-.,,,.C.7,:atd.

The sequence of study skills is systematic and based on a highly prescribed

program of activities that promote academic success through a combination

of learning strategies.

First; it utiliws the principle of repeated practice which is a demonstrated

learning principle. The entire program is data-based, molding itself on firm

research Throv.c.::!-. a unique coding system that 1.= straight forward

and ..tsy to usP :he student monitors his/her own progress, and based

on di screte. cridence, adjusts further study needs and areas of focus. In

adaition to this self-monitofization, there is also a direct instruction aspect of

the package which may be utilized. This fact provides for a tutor or peer to

both facilitate the student's learning and monitor his/her progress. Also, a

reliability meaLure is suggested where a peer or tutor checks that the student

is following the package accurately and completely.

r-unn etsLairtm.LAwr..m. tl I WI: I tI1 oulkaa;2A While it

i s recognized that this package prescribes a set of activities that are indeed

time consuming; it is held that the effort required is realistically comensurate

with the time necessary for success in a specific course. As stated above,

the program sidesteps the training of study skills Lndependent of actual

course requirrnents; a strategy which historically has invovled an investment

of time outside of course study. The proposed program facilitates the

adaptation of study skills to actual course content.



Contents

Materials:

1. One three ring binder, approximately 7" V 1 0"

2. Contents for each course include:

one course data sheet

b. three packets of colored paper e.g., yellow, pink, blue)

c. four binder separation tabs

d. three colored highlighters (e.g., yellow, pink, bluc)

3. Manual

4. Students directions for using the study skills package.

Methods:

1. The student takes complete and accurate notes in class.

2. Immediately after each class the student highlights the class notes using the

following method:

a. highlighting vocabilaiy (terms or word definitions) with a yellow

marker

b. highlighting concepts (main Nieas and supporting details) with a

pink marker

c. highlighing concept and term reladonships (comparisons and

relations between cc....-,:cpts and terms) with a blue marker.

3. After outlining class notes the student develops an "active file" by daily

recording of the information from his/her notes into a binder. The

development of an active file involves recording each item of information on
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separate pages under the appropriate sections labeled: Terms, Concepts,

and Relationships. (These labels correpond to the three color coding

procedures used by the student at the time of high-lighting.)

4. Each day the student follows procedure 1 and 2 above on assigned

readings.

5. The student then records the information from his/her outlined text or

assigned text or assigned readings into the appropriate sections which

correspond to class notes. If readings do not correspond to class notes, then

new binder pages are used for unique Terms, Concepts, and Relationships

which have not been addressed in class lectures.

6. The student then composes a question for each item and records this

question on the reverse side of the page.

7. (Optional). It is recommended that within the first week of the program's

start (and periodically thereafter), a peer/classmate or a tutor follow the same

procedure (1-6 above) as the student with the identical course mate ';1.

Then a correspondence between tutor and the student's study skill parlge

will indicate the exmnt to which the student is following the program

format. A 90% correspondence is recommended to insure that the student is

both taking accurate and complete notes (1 and 4 above) and that he/she is

recording the information correctly into the skills binder (2, 3, 5, 6 above).

8. The student then tests him/herself on all items in the active file, and records

a +1- and the date in the columns on the page designated for this purpose.

9. Afmr the student has scored three consecutive (+) marks as a result of daily

self-quizzing, the items are transferred from the "active file" into the



'thactive file" at the back of the binder.

10 The student peri(xlically tests hirdherself on the items that have been

mastered by randomly selecting 30 items from the "inartive file."

(Optiorml-It is recommended that a tutor or a peer/classmate conduct this

part of the testing on a weekly basis).

11. The immediate study target includes the information that needs to be learned

from one class exam to the next The clear, concise, and organized format

of the informadon recorded in the study skills ly;irir will prove to be ideal

for preparing for an examination.

C. Mnemonics

Mnemonics are defined as Memory Strategies that physically "transform"

to-be-learned materials into a form that makes them easier to learn and to remember;

Mnemonics are not to be thought of as memory strategies such as rehearsal, clustering, or

semantic processing. They are subset of memory strategies and often utilize pictoral

representations or visual images in conjunction with verbal information. There are three

variations on the mnemonic method that are typically used: the pegword method, the

keyword method and like method of loci; The pegword method involves a probe used to

retrieve the associated information. The method of loci involves associating a visual image

with the to-be-learnf:d information. In the keyword method, a word is selected to be

associated with the to-)e-leamed informatio based on its sounding like this information or

rhyming with it.

Currently, very lit' z research has been done into the efficacy of the use of

mnemonics with the very specific population of LI) adults and/or adolescents. The following
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is a review of articles on research conducted in this area. However, the research that has

been done on mnemonics with general populations indicates that this learning strategy has

limited applications- These limitations are two-fold: the mnemonic method is appropriate for

paired information and/or lists of material such as foreign word vocabulary lists, lists of

U.S. presidents, elements and their atomic weights from periodic tables. The second

limitation is that this strategy seems not to generalize, i.e., once learned by the student it

remains associated with that particular learning task rather than being applied to other

learning situations.

1. Mastropiere, M.A. Scniggs, T.E., & Levin, J.R. (1985). Mnemonic

strategy instniction with learning disabled adolescents. Journal of

Learning Disability, 18(2), 94-99.

Rationale for this study was the lack of the development. of rehearsal or

elaborative strategies in LD students. The method taught S's was the

mnemonic keyword method, which has 2 stages:

1) acoustical link stage - unfamiliar stimulus transformed into

keyword which is a familiar word and is acousfically similar to the

slimulus and is easily pictured.

2) second stage involves imagery linked process where keyword is

transformed into a visual image where the keyword and the

to-be-associated information are interacting.

liyalitsik: that LD students' deficits (previously supported by data) in

learning through pictures because of attention deficits will be overcome by

this method.The task was to memorize lists of mineral hardness and their

names. There were 3 conditions: mnemonic condition, questioning
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condition (where S's were engaged in verbally & visually interacting with

inforamtion on flashcards about the minerals), and a free-study condition

(where S's were given specific time to study then quizzing, which was the

motivator to learn material).

Results show the powerful effect of pegwordikeyword techniques; they

found this technique to be most powerful with disabled and non-disabled

students. For LD students, the questioning condition was second best, but

not so for non-disabled students, suggesting the need for LD's for effective

learning strategies. Authors claim this technique holds promise for

long-term retention, too.

2. Reddy, B., Goverdhan, R., & Bellezza, F.S. (1983). Eleboration versus

mnemonic story condition and organization of internal cues and

encoding specificity in college students. Journal of Experimental

Psychology:

Learning. Memory and Cognaim, 9(1), 167-174.

The level of recall was directly related ti the degree to which the contextual

informadon produced during encoding was reinstated during recall. This

supports the encoding specificity hypothesis. If internal cues are organized,

as th,y are when using mnemonic device, they can be used in a systematic

manner both at the encoding and at the retrieval levels to optimize recall.
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3. Pressley, M., Ltvin, J.R., & Delaney, H.D. (1982). "The mnemonic

keyword method." Review of Educational Research, 52(1), 61-91.

The keyword method is a 2-stage procedure for remembering materials that

have an associative component. In case of vocabulary learning, the learner

must first acquire a stable association between the unfamiliar word and the

tiliar word that sounds like the salient part of the new word. Acoustically

similar new word is the 1-..tritrard and its definition. This method has been

investigated most extensively with recall of definitions from vocabulary

word lists. Other aspects of vocabulary learning are also appropos.

Classioom applications are discussed.

4. Lewinsohn, P.M., Danaher; B.G. & Kikel, S. (1977). Visual imagery as

mnemonic aid for brain-damaged persons. Journal of Consulting

and Clinical Psychology, 45; 717-723.

This study was to evaluate the efficazy of visual imagery as a mnemonic aid

for brain-damaged persons. Performance during acquisition and during

recall after 30 minutes and after one week are compared under the image*

and the non-imagery conditions in brain-injured S's and in normals on 2

taSks of 15 items. One task was paired-associate learning and the other was

a face-name task; The results were:

1) Northals performed better than brain-damaged S's on all

comparisons.

2) Visual imagery facilitated performance for both groups on the

paired=associates task and the face=name task during acquisition and
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recall after 30 minutes but not after one week.

Implications are for use of visual imagery as a mnemonic aid developed

especially with brain-damaged S's/individuals are discussed. Authors note

that maintenance is a problem with brain-injured persons and needs more

research.

5. Carlson, Les, Timmer, John W. & Glover, John A. (1981).

First letter mnemonics: DAM (don't aid memory). Journal of

General Psychology, 104(2), 287=292.

This article is a review of literature on mnemonic research and does not deal

specifically with learning disabled persons.

The review reveals inconsistant results and a series of interesting areas of

additional studies. Primarily, these studies involved the effects of first-letter

mnemonics.

6. a. Pressley, Michael & Levin, Joel R., eds. (1983), cognitive

S tegy Research: Psychological Foundations. New

York: Springer - Verlag.

b. Pressley, Mich.iel & Levin, Joel R., eds. (1983), Cognitive

Struteey Research:--Educational Applications. New York:

Springer - Verlag.

These 2 volumes contain research on learning disabilities in general, plus

such topics as aphasia and dyslexia. There are also references on

mnemonics.
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In the area of rev. 'F' r on learning disabilities, the trend is toward identification of

distinct subtypes of learning disabilities. This will suggest training the student in specific

cognitive strategies to accommodate his/her particular disability(ies). Specific disabilities

may be perceptual, linguistic, attentional, memorial, or metacognitive, but are mostly

revealved through reading problems (Pressley; M., & Levin; J.R;; eds., 1983).

Accommodation focuses primarily on memory strategies since retention of information is the

object of learning.

Controversy exists over whether reading difficulties and dyslexia are caused by

perceptual problems or memory disorder(s). Thus, current research has focused on attention

deficits, short-term memory (STM), long-term memory (LTM), and metamemory (our

knowledge of memory skills and strategies that work for us).

LD students have difficulty distinguishing relevant from irrelevant information and

previously this was attributed to failure of the filtering system known also as selective

attention. Recently, this position has been challenged because it has been found that the

amount of incidental learning in LD students and in "normals" does not differ (Tarver,

1981). Here intentional learning has been found to differ between LD students and normals,

pointing to a failure of STM rather than to attentional deficits.

Some general conclusions regarcling STM and ID students are that in tasks of recall,

LD students have been found to perform more poor!:-.' as the rate of presentation of material is

slowed and the effects of interference on L.:a-fling tasks is greater for LD students rather than

normals. These results suggest LD students are not reh: arsing or processing as thoroughly

as normals. The inability of the memory system to cope with overload is a central feature of

learning disabilities (Cohen & Netley, 1978). It appears that normals possess both

spontaneous and voluntary abilities to organize, procer. s and encode information into
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memory, and here they differ from LD students.

In the area of long-term memory (LTM), research indicates that organization of

materials semantically is not deficient in L.D.'s, but faulty encoding of information into LTM

is implicated Cognitive structural factors do not differ between LD students and normals but

spontaneous use of organized study strategies is deficient in LD students (Dallage & Moley,

1980). The major cause of LTM deficits in LD individuals seems to be poor encoding

strategieS.

Studies to accommodate these deficiencies have focused on such strategies as
.

cumulative rehearsal strategy and chunking of mformation into meaningful units. These

learning strategies have been demonstrated to be effective, but only when the lacking

strategies are provided or taught (Dawson, et al; 1980); Any learning strategy must be

established and practiced before it becomes organized and can be used as an aid to learning.

In conclusion, caution must be exercised not to conclude that training in the various

learning strategies eliminates thf: differnce between LD students and normals. Some studies

have demonstrated that these strategies benefit normals as well, therefore, the degree of

benefit must be measured to see if LEI students have improved to a greater degree considering

their lower initial level of perfomiance.

D. Spelling

Webster (1979) defines spelling as "the forming of words from letters according to

accepted usage: Orthography.' Orthography is defined as "the representation of sounds of a

language by written or printed symbols;" ortho coming from the Greek meaning "correct"

and graphy meaning "writing." Spelling is exact and the ability to spell is necessary for

effective written communication; an essential academic skill. Poor spelling (consistently

inconsistent) is a common characteristic of the LD student. Despite this, spelling has
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typically not been an area of interest for research, especially in the field of learning

disabilities. This could be attributed to the fact that the field of learning disabilities is a young

and very controversial one; The scant amount of research that has been conducted has been

done primarily on school-age children, with little emphasis on college-age adults.

Disagreement among experts as to the etiology of spelling deficiency has led to different

hypotheses and approaches for remedial spelling instruction.

Several different theories have been postulated as to the cause of a spelling

deficiency in learning disabled individuals. Most of these hypotheses are based on the

assumption that there is a deficit in one or more of the processing functions. These would

include auditory receptive problems, poor visual and auditory memory and discrimination,

visual-motor integration difficulties and sound-blending ability. Hagin (1971) states that the

pervasive difficulty of the LD adolescent is an inadequacy in dealing with syml )1s. One of

the most popular notions is that of a sequencing deficit. More recent research is tending to

disprove this contention. Seymour and Cas (1980) argue that spelling depends on

permanent storage of information about letter identity and sequence. They propose the

notion of a structural cOding deficit. Nelson (1980) suggests that spelling difficulties are not

due to a sequencing ckficit but rather to poor memory capacity or attentional processes.

Despite the great divergence of thinking on etiology, there is more agreement on the

need for some type of error analysis system. These practical systems enable the educator to

develop specific instructional techniques, based on each student's strengths and weaknesses.

Over the last decade, several error class'fication systems have been developed which

.
are primarily concerned with children's spelling. Yarborough and Silva (1983) recognize the

need for a diagnostic/remedial decision-making protocol for adolescent/adult spellers. They

have designed a model with a new error classification strategy with 2 objectives:
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1) to determine ffequency of given types of errors

2) to identify severely disabled spellers

Their eiror analysis system can be applied to the everyday writing experiences. It

is divided into identifying errors within the four basic characteristics of spelling. They are:

1) Language

2) Learned Lexicon

3) Orthographic Conventions

4) Anomalies

This system enables one to pinpoint errors and specific needs. From this basic framework it

is now possible to apply appropriate instructiohal tezhniques.

Based on the preceding assumptions, several difference methods of intervention

have been introduced over the years. The majority of these techniques are specifically for

elementary-age children. The following is a brief summary of some of the more effective

procethres: For a r' detailed description the reader is directed to the accompanying list of

references.

Two of the traditional interventions which have been used widely with LD children

are the Orton-Gillingham method (Gillingham & Stillman, 1975) and the VAKT (Fernald,

1943). Both these approaches are multisensory, facilitating spelling instruction by

combining the visual, auditory (phonics), and Kinesthetic (writing) mOdalities. Fernald

added the tactile modality and the emphasis on the motivation factor paired with successful

experiences. This method was found to work well with older students. Phonetic training is

a common instructional and remedial technique.

Many different interventions for teaching spelling have been proposed; however, not

all have proven effective. Graham & Miller (cited in Hallahan, Kauffman & Lloyd, 1985)
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reviewed the research and summarized which procedures were found to be useful; The

followir: is a shortened ,:rsion of their findings, emphasizing those strategies thought to be

most applicable to a college LD. population:

nstructim

1. Using a synthetic approach (one in which students learn to build up correct

ispelling from letter-sound correspondences and generalization) s superior

to a syllable approach.

2. Requiting students to correct their own tests and practice CII the words they

misspelled is very beneficial.

3. Having students devise their own methods of studying is nat_valuable.

4. Requiring students to copy words repeatedly will no/ guarantee retention of

the correct spellings.

A system of Morphographic Spelling has been developed by Dixon (1976). ThiS is

in an intensive, highly-structured teacher-directed remedial spelling program for 4th - 12th

gradem and adults; This technique assumes students know basic spelling skills and begins

instructions with morphographs (small units of meaningful writing).

A study by Catherine Terrell (1983) on L.D. adolescents suggests three possible

factors which may contribute to significant improvement in spelling performance: 1) a

systematic study period; 2) peer-tutoring and; 3) mutual behavioral contracting. Further

studies on a colkge LD population with these three variables could be encouraging as these

are all factors easily implemented at the college level..

Allred (1977) states that the self-corrected test has been found to be the most

important single factor contributing to achievement in spelling.

Bryant, Drabin and Gettinger (1981) hypothesized that the LD student may be



particularly susceptible to overloading and interference. Based on these findings; they

suggest that spelling instruction should be modified by reducing the number of words taught

Most recently, a cognitive-developmental model, which asAimes dot L.D. spelling

errors reflect a cognitive-linguistic delay, not-deviance, has been proposed (Frith 1980).

Gerber (1984) postulates that L.D. students are not lacking in the elementary knoWledge of

bask acackmic tasks. Instead; he posits that they lack a means for effectively managing .1-d

monitoring such information. He thus concludes that an effective intervention strategy

would be supplementary instruction in general problem-solving skills as they relate to the

acquisition of basic academic skills. This theory is also plausible for college LD students

because some form of study skills and problem-solving strategies are usually part of their

college experience. It is also a refreshing optimistic theory, emphasizing the

strengths.

Using this cognitive-developmental mod 1, Nulman & Cerber (1984) provide

support for a problem-solving approach as well. They hypothesize that r .1 effective

reirkediation strategy would be the use of contingent irnitiation and modeling:

1. Teachers can use error pattern analysis to diagnose spelling problems and

plan remediation strategies.

In spelling instruction teachers can sh, N children how to mode adult

spelling through self-correction.

As stated earlier, the majority of these remediation strategies were developed based

on research with school-age populations, both LD and normal. The great need for research

in this area for a college LD population, a population in an atmosphere where an enormous

emphasis is ;iaced on effective written communication, can not be ignored. In the meantime,

with extreme caution and consideration for each individual's specific needs, some of these
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strategies may be applicable when dealing with LD college students. Careful monitoring of

the individual's progress will determine whether the remediation is effective or derimental.

Until specific i-mediadon strategies can be proven effective, it may be suggested that

evaluation of an Lb student's --ri,ten work be based on content, rather than mechanics,
_

specifically pelh ng.
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